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Smart card
comes-home

)

Cards revoked for
off-campus vendors

)

WILLIAM RICHARDS

.,.

Contributing Writer

Nils OI vwas made a knight Friday, adding
to s many accollades. Not bad for a
n in. The current Nils Olav, the third
n~ in to serve as the guards' mascot,
ighted by British Maj. Gen. Euan
Lo d on behalf of Norway's King Harald
L u on dropped the king's sword on
si sof Nils' black-and-white frame.

PHOTOS COURTESYCHINAVINE

UCF senior Erika Rydell ~lms in China. Rydell is one of about 50 UCF students and faculty that participated in the ChinaVine program. '

C,APTURE
FOLK ART

.)

)

ChinaVine
documents folk art
and village life for
English-speaking
audiences

The UCF smart card will
no longer be accepted by 27
vendors, from Pita Pit to
CB&S Bookstore, when card
services terminates th eir off-campus program on May 1,
2009.
Silver Mine Subs own er
Michael Cuccarese received
his letter in July, informing
him that the smart card's offcampus program was end. ing.
The letter stat es t hat
smart cards will no long~r be
accepted in May, · and that
off-campus vendors can convert the card readers t hey
purchased for the program
into normal credit card readers.
"You're
taking t he
choices
students

KERRI ANNE RENZULLI
Contributing Writer

Breaking
news on

your cell
Get UCF news sent to your cell
phone. Just text the keyword
UCFNEWS to 44636.

ROUND CAMP.USiA2

HOTOGRAPHERS' ART
ON DISPLAY IN
REFLECTIONS EXHIBIT
Former in-house photographer for
Walt Disney lmagineers Rinat Halon's
art exhibition expresses her view of
reflection as part of the Women's
Research Center welcome back
reception starting Thursday.

lOCAL &STATE,A2

KEY WEST OFFICIALS
ORDER EVACUATION
FOR VISITORS
(

In the shadow of tropical storm Fay,
Key West officials have ordered a
mandatory evacuation for visitors on
Sunday and have asked those who are
planning to arrive to postpone their
trips. They also said that schools will
be closed both today and Tuesday.

NATION & WORLD, M

GEORGIA PRESIDENT
WILL NOT RELINQUISH
COMBATED REGION

•
•
•
•

Georgian President Mikhail Saakashvili
says his country will not give up South
Ossetia and Abkhazia, the two breakaway
regions at the heart of days offighting
with Russia. Saakashvili says Georgia will
never give up a single square mile.of the
country's territory.
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While China may be
showcasing its efforts at
modernization to the world
through
the
Beijing
Olympics, an international
group of college students is
attempting to preserve its
cultural heritage through the
Web.
ChinaVme is a project that
.µms to capture vanishing
folk art forms and village life
for an English-spea,king audience through the Web with
short do~mentaries of folk
artists at work and village life.
The part-research, partstudy-abroad program is a
collaborative effort between
about 50 students and faculty
from UCF, the University of
Oregon, Shandong University of Art and Design and Beijing Normal University to
capture living fork traditions
and provide insight and

PLEASE SEE

News Editor

Orange County Fire Rescue crews responded to a
call about explosive sounds
and fire coming from a quadplex off Hunt Club Lane near

ISSUE
ON A6

From left to right in the back, UCF students Mike Diaz, Erika Rydell and Sarah long film
in China as part of their study-abroad research program. ChinaVine is a project that
aims to capture vanishing folk art forms an~ village life in short documentaries.

understanding of Chinese
culture.
"Our goal is to preserve
those traditions and.present
Chinese culture to an English
speaking
audience," said
Kristin Congdon, a UCF film
and philosophy professor,
who helped to create the

project. "If you can recognize
and understand the roots .of
Chinese culture, I think we
will gain a better understanding of who the Chinese people are."
Over the course of the
PLEASE SEE

VISUALS ON A5

Fire leaves students homeless
TARA YOUNG

m akers haven't considered
students living off campus,
or students using their smart
car d during UCF's summer
t erm s and Christmas.
Students in off-campu s
housing get vendors lik~ Silver Mine to deliver to them,
and many on CaIDJ)US vendors are barely open for
business.during the summer,
while the McDonald's across
the street. from campus can
accept a smart card year
round.
T .G.I. Friday's in Watherford Lakes general manager
T im Breen sees the end of
off campus smart card sales
h aving the biggest effect on
his business out of the vendor's interviewed.
"When school is in session, we may do an average
of five hundred dollars a day
o n sm ar t card purchases,"
Breen said, ''A big chunk of
·
my businesses."
Breen said that part
of the reason for the
smart c ard's success
in his Waterford
Lakes restaurant is
that an estimated
90 percent of his
employees
are
UCF students.
Vendor

UCF about ll p.m. Tuesday.
The Orlando Sentinel
reported that although no
one was injured, three cats
died and about eight people
- some UCF students were left homeless. Two
dogs were also rescued from

the blaze.
According to Fox 35
News, fire rescue crews
determined that the explosions came from propane
tanks on the rear porch of
PLEASE SEE

Sam's Club offers
student incentive
LINDSAY BURY

a .new membership or conversion of an existing membership to a Collegiate Mem Sam's Club is offering ber ship."
UCF college students a yearBu rns also said that the
long Collegiate Membership Sam's Club Collegiate Memfor $40 that includes a $15 gift b ership comes with a comcard for signing up.
plementary card so a roomTo qualify for this mem- m ate can share the shopping
bership, a student must have duties and the savings.
a valid stud ent ID, as well as
"T his is an offer specifi.edu or personal e-mail cally for . college students,"
address. Orlartdo Market Bums said.
Membership Sales Manager,
A Sam's Club representaMike Burns, said that the :edu tive will be at the Pegasus offaddress is preferred.
.·
campus housing on Friday
"Students can sign up for and Saturday, and at the Stuthe card by visiting any Sam's · dent Union on August 27, for
Club location," said Burns in students to sign up for cards.
"This is an on-going new
an e-mail interview. "This
program offers a $15 value membership program that is
added incentive gift card to only available to students of
students of universities and local universities or colleges
colleges with the purchase of
Contributing Writer

a
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Pegasus Palooza to
Ride sharing service offered
kick off fall semester
JONATHAN HOHENSEE
Staff Writer

KERRI ANNE RENZULLI
Contributing Writer

Orientation Services will
be hosting UCF's first ever
"welcome week," Pegasus
Palooza, from Saturday to
August 30 with the hoge of
boosting student involvement early in the semester
and providing a welcoming
atmosphere to new and
returning students.
"The main goal is kinda
about seeing returning and
new students feeling welcomed, getting help, getting
involved," Steven Harowitz,
20, Interdisciplinary Studies
Major, and student director
of Pegasus Palooza, said.
''Just show UCF cares about

students. Also more visibility for groups if they [students] know about it now
they'll know about it for rest
of their time at UCF."
The festivities kick off
Saturday at the Leisure Pool
with a LINK Luau and concludes August 30 with the
first football game of the
season against the south
Carolina State bulldogs at
the Brighthouse Networks
Stadium.
The seven-day affair features free events such as the
Waterford Run at the Waterford Lake Shopping Center
on Sunday, the UCF Bookstore fashion show at the
PlfASE SEE

PALOOZA ONA7

University of Central
Florida employees that are
feeling the crunch in their
wallets from the rising
prices of gases can find comfort through the UCF's
human resources department, which is offering a
free rid~ sharing service.
"It's been a great success,
in my opinion, so far," said
Judith E. Monroe, the associate vice president of administration and · finance for
UCF, who played a role in
the project's inception.
Martha Gedbaw, the assistant director for UCF's
Human Resources oversaw
the setting up of the Web
site.
"We had heard from a few

CRYSTAL PAOLOEMIUO/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The UCF Human Resources department has set up a portion of their Web site dedicated
to helping UCF employees find coworkers within their zip code to car pool to campus.

employees that they w ould
like to have access to the car
pool program, since t he
gasoline prices have shot up
and t he econ o my is in th e
state that it is in and the
prices for everything is
increasing," said Monroe.-

'We thought this would be a
good service for our employees."
To op erate the Web sites,
users must sign onto the
UCF human resources W eb
PlfASE SEE MORE ON A8

A2
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AROUND

CAMPUS

News and notices for
the UCF community

JILLIAN KROTKI
Staff Writer

Photographer's art goes on display
Former in-house photographer for Walt Disney Imagineers Rinat Halon's art exlnbition expresses her view of
reflection as part of the
Women's Research Center welcome back reception starting
Thursday.
The display will begin noon
and go until 3 p.m. It will run
until August 25.
Call 407-823-4240 for more
information.

Support schools, win some prizes
You can find drink specials,
appetizers and door prizes at
the AlumKnight Out and
School Supply Drive on Thursday.
The charity event takes
place at the Fairwinds Alumni
Center and will begin at 6 p.m.
. Call 407-823-2586 to RSVP
and don't forget to bring school
supplies to donate.

Teachers will get ready to learn
Teachers are now gearing up
for the upcoming semester.
They can find out about rosters,
grade books, syllabi and ·software at the Faculty Center for
Teaching and Learning.
The event is Friday at noon.
. Call 407-823-3544 for more
information.

LOCAL
&STATE
Keep local with headlines

you may have missed

Key West officials urge visitors
leave ahead of tropical storm Fay
-

~ XEY WEST A light
stream of traffic-headed out of
Key West on Sunday as officials
urged visitors to leave the string
of low-lying islands ahead of
- troptcal storm Fay, which forecasters said could strengthen to
- a hurricane.
Fay could start pelting parts
of the Keys and South Florida
late Monday or early Tuesday
as a strong tropical storm or
minimal hurricane.
Keys officials issued a
mandatory evacuation order for
visitors starting at 8 a.m. Sunday and asked those who had
not yet arrived to postpone
their trips.
Officials said hotels and
businesses won't be forced to
remove visitors, but should use
cqmmon sense.
They also said schools in the
Keys will be closed today and
Tuesday.
With the warnings, some
Key West businesses began putting µp hurricane shutters, but
tourists and residents still
strolled lazily through downPLEASE SEE
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Learning at the age of 17
that her mother had inflammatory breast cancer, Sarah
Pullen, a UCF graduate, was
driven to pursue a career in
the medical field
Rather than quitting
when times got tough, or letting her studies slip out of
focus, Pullen worked hard to
maintain good grades and
establish
extracurricular
activities.
She volunteered at local
elementary schools, worked
as a research assistant with
Biomedical Sciences and was
the president of the Golden
Key International Honour
Society.
"At some point in middle
school, I started being interested in becoming a physician," Pullen said "As a child,
I was a patient of a few
inspiring family physicians. I
truly admired the way they
interacted
with
their
patients."
While watching her mother struggle through treatments
and multiple physicians,
PQllen realized that the communication between doctors
and patients wasn't always as
effective as she had hoped
She thought that the
health care system had
become "fragmented and
inefficient."
·
"From my perspective, my
mom always seemed to be
filling out volumes of paperwork. repeating herself constantly and driving all over

-

- -

town to her various appoint- and said that this is yet anothments," Pullen said "She had er challenge worth taking.
a barrage of physicians, yet
"At a very young age, my
there did not seem to be a mom taught me to do my
high degree of coordination best," Pullen said "While this
and communication amongst may seem cliche, I learned
them. As well, she felt her that doing your best is more
doctors did not respect and than a phrase. It is a desire to
listen to her, resulting in inef- become your absolute best
ficient care."
- to continually push yourAlthough Pullen hopes self to be better tomorrow
things will change, her goals than you are today.
are not to entirely alter the
"Since that absolute best is
health care system, but rather dynamic and changing, each
to provide service to individ- day presents a new challenge
uals that are disregarded and .to reach." Pullen said. This
uninsured .
mind frame that my mom
"I am fascinated by the instilled in me has enabled
incredible intricacy and me to continue moving forcomplexity of the human
ward, to
body," Pullen said "As well,·
continthere is a very human aspect
ue my
to this profession. You can
studchange lives for the better
ies
through providing quality
and
and compassionate care. It
to
is a very challenging field,
both intellectually and
emotionally."
Because this field
deals with the most
personal and difficult moments
of
people's
lives, dealing
with
her
mother's
2007 death
to cancer
is a challenge for
Pullen.
Through ·
all of her
classes and
commitments, Pullen·
stayed focused

SARAH ROGERS I
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Votes stall bill based.on shield law
MELISSA CHADBOURNE
Staff Writer

Senate votes stalled a bill to
protect journalists' sources on
a federal level
Bill S. 2035 was introduced
in September 2007, given the
short name The Free Flow of
Information Act 2007.
The bill is based around a
federal shield law. Shield laws
allow journalists to refuse to
give up information about
their confidential sources to
law enforcement and government officials.
The vote on July 30 denied
cloture on S. 2035, which limits
the time allowed for debate
and prevents filibuster. The
stall came from 43 nay votes:
42Republican and one·Democrat, against 51: 44 Democrat,
five.Republican and two other.
Cloture motions require a
three-fifths vote to succeed
The setback was contributed in part to an energy
bill the rejecting voters were
looking to amend in regard to
. increasing domestic oil and
gas production.
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According to the Society of
Professional Journalists, 49
states have some form of
shield law protecting confidential sources of journalists.
The bill would apply a shield
law on the federal level Florida established its' shield law in
1998.
S. 20~5 would prohibit any
federal entity from demanqing a covered person to testify
in court or produce documents relating to information
protected underJournalist and
source
confidentiality.
According to a summary on
Govtrack.us, the bill "defines
'covered perso~ as a person
engaged in journalism, including their supervisor, employer,
parent, subsidiary, or affiliate."
The bill would not extend to
foreign pqwers and terrorist
organizations.
Proponents for the bill
cited the need for the press as
government watchdogs. Without the shield laws in place,
there is fear of a chiUing effect
on the press.
"if you don't have a free
press; ~en you don't have a

OAT

free society;'' said Sen. Patrick shield laws impeding law
Leahy, D-Vt., according to enforcement agencies from
debate minutes. "If you don't prosecuting law breakers prohave a way for Americans to tected by journalists.
know what their government
"People break the law for
is doing, then we will all hurt. disclosing very highly classiTo paraphrase Mark Twain, fied information," Kyl said in
you should support your discussion minutes. "The
country all the time but ques- . reporter says: 'I am not going
tion your government when it to tell you, Mr. FBI Agent, who
deserves it. We need a press did that. Yes, I know who did it
willing and able to do that."
- it is against the law - but I
Leahy also pushed for am not going to tell you.' And
stronger protection in regard this bill would provide the
to sources dealing with protection for that"
Kyl argued that the bill
national security.
He said that several strong does not define the media in
and important news stories an agreeable manner.
'We don't know whether a
have relied on confidential
sources, citing stories on the blogger, who is trying to put
CIA secret prisons and the material out on the biogs, is in
wiretapping done by the the media, whether a reporter
for some kind of terrorist
National Security Agency.
Proponent Sen. Arlen newsletter is a member of the
Specter, R-Penn., said that media or what," Kyl said
Kyl then argued that the bill
presidential candidates Sen.
Barack Obama, D-Ill., is a co- did not have an exception for
sponsor of the bill and .Sen. information needed in investiJohn McCain, R-Ariz., publicly ,gating terrorist attacks. He .
confirmed he would vote,for believes the bill needs to be
-carefully ancf' extensively
the bill
Opponents for the bill like revised before it will pass
Sen. Jon ~yl, R-Ariz., see the through the Senate.
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Sarah Pullen, a recent UCF
graduate, was inspired to go
into medical school after her
mother's death to cancer.
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improve myself as a person."
This story has inspired
many students to strive for
their best.
"Hearing a story like .
Sarah Pullen's is like a driving force," UCF marketing
major Chris Mahanna said.
''Everyone always has excuses for putting things off or
not putting forth as much
effort as they could, and it's
not until you hear about
someone like this that you
realize how good you have it.
"It's inspiring that someone who has gone through so
much is able to achieve all
that she has," Mahanna said
Pullen is a recipient of the
Jack Kent Cooke Foundation
Graduate Scholarship, which
is awarded in amounts as
much as $50,000 per year.
This scholarship lasts as
long as six years and gives
students that could not otherwise afford graduate studies the opportunity to pursue
higher degrees. There were
only 34 recipients this year.
"Currently my goal is
completing
medical
school I hope to one day
to work for the medically underserved,"
Pullen
said
"Perseverance pays
off, but success as a
person is more than
what is on a transcript."

,._.,m.
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"KOHALA''. Slide in toast leather or black suede. $100
"CLASSIC SHORT" Mid-calf boot in ches\nut, chocolate or black. $,130.
Colors vary by store.
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The Style of Your Life.
Earn Dillard's Reward Points
Every Time You Shop
)

$20· .

Receive

.

In Reward Certificates When You Open An Account'

USE YOUR DILLARD'S CHARGE. WE ALSO WELCOME VISA,·MASTERCARD, AMERICAN EXPRESS, DINER'S CLUB & DISCOVER CARD.
FLORIDA MALL (407) 240-1771 • SEMINOLE TOWNE CENTER (407) 330-1775 • WEST OAKS MALL (407) 292-6866 • OVIEDO MARKETPI.ACE (407) 977-9996
ALTAMONTE MALL (407) 830-1211 • Hair Salon, (407)262-4361: Mon.-Sat. 10-8, Sun. 12-6 • FASHION SQUARE (407) 896-1211 • Hair Salon, (407)897-23!31: Mon.-Sat. 10-7, Sun. 12-6 • VOLUSIA MALL(386) 255-8161
MERRITT SQUARE (321) 452-6411 • MELBOURNE SQUARE (321) 676-1300, Mon.-Sat. 10-9, Sun.12--.6
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4:00 TO 7:00· P.M.
At these Publix locations in Oviedo: University of Palms Shopping Center. 4250 Alafaya Tri;
Alafaya Square. 81 Alafaya Woods Blvd.; Riverside Landings, 1801 E. Broadway St.
At these Publix locations in Orlando: Alafaya Commons Shopping Center. 11855 E. Colonial Dr.
The Shoppes at Eastwood, 1921 S. Alafaya Tri; Corner Lakes Plaza, 16825 E. Colonial Dr.;
Publix at Avalon. 3400 Avalon Park East Blvd.; Suncrest Village, 10115 University Blvd .

•
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tSubject to credit approval. Certificates for opening a Dillard's credit card
account will arrive with the Dillard's Card and expire 60 days from Issuance.
See credit application for Rewards program tenns,

Publix .
WHERE

SHOPPING
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Keep current with headlines from around the globe

FROM Al

town. having coffee and eating breakfast.
'We've been living in
Florida now for 10 years, so
we need to get some stuff
together, but we're not going
to rush out of here,". John
Civette said as he strolled the
shop-lined streets with his
wife, Tonya

Palm Bay toddler dies after
near-drowing incident
PALM BAY - Authorities
say a toddler, who was hospitalized after nearly drowning
in a Palm Bay pool, has died
Police say 16-month-old
Haley Rowland was not
breathing when relatives
found her in the family pool
on Friday.
Paramedics couldn't regain
a pulse, but doctors at a Melbourne hospital stabilized her
and airlifted her to the Orlando's Arnold Palmer Hospital,
where she later died
Authorities said the toddler's parents had left her and
her siblings with their grandparents.
The Department of Children & Families has been
notified.

Woman arrested after leaving
children alone in apartment
OCALA Authorities
said an Ocala woman has
been arrested after she
allegedly left her two young
children - ages 3 and 2 alone inside her apartment
for :aiore than an hour while
she yisited a friend
Authorities said the mother was charged with child
neglect Friday.
· .
Authorities say the mother
returned to the apartment
after they unsuccessfully
searched for her for an hour.
The Department of Children and Families was notifled-and an investigator came
to the·scene.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

HIGHER
EDUCATION .
What's in the news at
colleges around the country

Financial aid requests up

14 percent in New Hampshire

•
•
•

•

MANCHESTER, N .H. Rising college costs are putting the squeeze on ·family
budgets, and m ore people
looking to attend college in
New Hampshire applied for
financial aid this year.
The
U.S. . Education
Department says aid requests .
at more than a dozen New
Hampshire colleges and universities w ent up 16 p ercent
.overall from last year.
·
Higher college costs,
fewer private loans, tighter
credit access and the economy all are combining to make
things tougher for college
students.
All these pressures are
somewhat creating a perfect
storm in which students and
parents are aggressively seeking financial assistance from
colleges and from anywhere
else they can go," said
Thomas Horgan, president
and CEO of the New Hampshire College & University
Council, a consortium of 17
public and private institutions
of higher education in New
Hampshire. ·
Overall, more than 66,000
people sought aid from New
Hampshire schools during
the first six months of this
year, compared to about
57,000 during the same time
frame last year.
The 16 p ercent increase
was four points higher than
the national average.
According to federal fmancial-aid application figures,
Colby-Sawyer College was up
22.7 percent, Southern New
Hampshire University 20.4
percent, New England College 16.7 percent and Keene
State 16.4 percent.
Figures compiled from
federal financial-aid forms
showed Dartmouth receiving
30 percent more aid requests
from. applicants for the first
half of 2008.
Much of that was due to a
17 percent rise in the number
of admissions applications,
according to Virginia Hazen,
Dartmouth's director of
financial aid
-
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Awoman walks past a destroyed building in Tskhinvali in the Georgian breakaway
province of South Ossetia, which the Georgia government says it will not give up.

1

Georgia president says he
will not yield contested regions

Coalition finalizes charges
against Pakistani president

TBILISI, Georgia
Georgian President Mikhail
Saakashvili said his country
will not give up South Ossetia and Abkhazia, the two
breakaway regions at the
heart of days of fighting with
Russia
Saakashvili said Georgia
will never give up a single
square mile of the country's
·
territory.
He spoke at a news conference with German Chancellor Angela Merkel on
Sunday after a meeting in
the capital, Tbilisi.
Merkel said Russia must
withdraw immediately.
She said she expects a
"v-ery fast, very prompt"
withdrawal of Russian
troops from Georgia. She
called it an "urgent matter."
Russian President Dmitry Medvedev said Russia
would begin to pull back
troops on today but suggested they might remain in separatist South Ossetia

ISLAMABAD, Pakistan
- Pakistan's ruling coalition took another step Sunday toward impeaching
President Pervez Musharraf, finalizing the charges
to be launched against the
former army strongman if
he refuses to resign.
Musharraf is holding
out against enormous pres-·
sure to quit from foes who
swept February elections
and relegated the stalwart
U.S. ally to the political
sidelines.
His spokesman, Rashid
Qureshi, insisted Sunday
that Musharraf "is not
going to resign, period" ·
Going after the unpopular
and
marginalized
Musharraf has allowed the
government to regain the
initiative after months of
gloom about . mounting
economic problems and
Islamic militancy.
On Sunday,,a committee
of coalition fficials agreed
on'. a list of impeachment
ch arges against the presi-

Afghan increases security forces
for
Independence Day
'

KABUL, Afghanistah - ·
. Afghan police commanders
on Sunday ordered 7,000
officers onto the capital's .
streets, including the country's youngest cadets, to
secure Kabul ahead of Independence Day celebrations.
The unprecedented blanket of security came amid a
spike in violence around the
country - more than 90
people were reported killed
in clashes and attacks - and
served as an indication of
how militants pose a growing threat to the capital.
Clashes in Afghanistan's
south and east killed 73 Taliban fighters and nine pri, yate security guards, while a
roadside blast killed 10
policemen, officials said.
The security increase in
Kabul came a day before the
i country celebrates the 89th
anniversary of its independence from Britain.
The Interior Ministry·
said the capital's police
would search buildings and
cars to "crec:1-te an environment of trust and prevent
any disruptive actions by the
enemy."
·
Any breach of security
during the celebration
would be an embarrassment
for
President
Hamid
Karzai's government. ·
In April, gunmen fired on
Karzai at a military parade in
Kabul from a rented hotel
room several hundred yards
from the review stands
where dignitaries sat.
The attack killed three
people, including a lawmaker.
The location of today's
ceremony
was . not
announced in advance in an
effort to minimize the risk of
insurgents again disrupting
a national celebration.
1
Interior
Ministry
spokesman
Zemarai
Bashary said more than
5,000 extra police had been
drafted for what he
described as the biggest
operation of its kind in
Kabul since 2001, when U.S.led forces ousted the Taliban
government.
A lawmaker from Kandahar who is critical ofKarzai's
government said the police
deployment has more to do
with protecting the government's reputation than winning people's confidence.
"Unless they bring some
comprehensive changes in
the security, this deployment will not affect people's
confidence," Khalid Pashtun
said.
Afghan officials said Sunday ~at a recent gunbattle
left 32 Taliban insurgents and
five security guards dead

UCF _TE s·T PREP COURS ES .

i~~~°i{~~~o~Jt-nister
Re hman provided no
details of the charges,
which will now go to coali-

Smarter Test
Prep •
·
407 .882. TEST www.testprep.ucf.edu

~~~leadei!for\~~~c!~~~
impeachment proceedings
in Parliament.
'
She also was vague on
th
e timetable
leaving '
room
for more -back-channel talks aimed at smoothing a possible, Mushan:af
exit and limiting the turmoil in a country key ·to ·
Western efforts to combat
Islamic extremism.
"We've come to a mutual conclusion on what we
sh all present to the leaders
o f the coalition governme nt,"
Rehman
told
reporters after the commit.:
tee meeting in Islamabad.
"Once they have cleared
it, we w ill be presenting· it
as part of a resolution and
charge sheet in the joint .
house s and, God willing,
th at shoulq happen this
week," she said.
The
coalition
has
threatened to initiate
imp eachment proceedings
in Parliament as early as
Monday if Musharraf doesn't resign. It claims it will
easily secure the required
two-thirds majority in a
joint sitting of the upper
and lower houses of Parliament to oust him.
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Ellen DeGeneres, Portia de Rossi
marry in califomia ceremony
BEVERLY HILLS, Calif.
- T here was much dancing: Ellen DeGeneres and
Portia de Rossi are marrie d, according to reports.
In the biggest celebrity
union since Califor.nia
legalize d same-sex marriage, DeGeneres, 50, and
de Rossi, 35, wed Saturday
n ight in an intimate cerem ony at their Beverly Hills
home, People and Us Magazine reporte d.
publicist
for
A
DeGeneres didn't immediately respond to messages
from The Associated Press
on Saturday.
After the California
Su preme Court's ruling in
M ay, the talk-show host
announced that she and de
Rossi would w ed after four
years together.
T h e cere mony was
attende d by 19 guests,
including
D eGeneres's
mom Betty and de Rossi's
mother M argaret Rogers,
who flew in from Australia
for
the
occasion,
People.com re ported Saturday _night.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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· pa year, the program has
e four trips to China trave · into Beijing and remote
v· ges to photograph and
fl
marketplaces in the
Sh dong Providence, traditio
shoe embroidery,
do figurines being sculpted, and yo-yo craftsmen
sh casing their talent with
the products.
dful of Beijing-based
art" s the group filmed are
pe rming at the Olympic_
Vill e. For future trips, the
pro t wants to explore
are in which minority
gro s live.
" ve being in the villages
and eeting the artists," Congdo said. "I'll never forget
the er woman who makes
the broidered shoes. But
bein in China is like constant being awed"
villages and artists are
thr· d with the American
inter t they have garnered,
. allo g the Americans to
com into their homes and
· film

COURTBY CHINAVINE

Yang Hai-Jun,a printmaker in Shandong, was visited by the ChinaVine group on their trip.

In October, UCF will host
the president of Shandong
University of Art and Design
and four members of the
SUAD ChinaVme team.
The UCF aspect· of chinaVme has plans to continue
for at least three more years,
but the extent of what they
wish to accomplish could·the .
push the project further.
"The magnitude of the
task documenting the
work of folk artists scattered
across an area almost as large
as the U.S. -- can be daunting," Congdon said. "We're ,
C
looking at a job that could
take a gazillion people many,
many years t0 do."
ChinaVme hopes that the·
interest generated by the
Olympics will translate into
traffic for their site, which is
in its infancy but has plans for
expansion.
But it can expand only if
ChinaVme can win the grants
necessary to pay for travel
on
back of his motorcycle - costs and development.
thr u h the villag!;.! filming._~
Such expansions include
Th y ere all so ~~l~~ming." - journals from participants,

as much as we possibly can,"
Congdon said. "And things
there are changing fast. That's
why it's so important to go to
China and document."
As China continues its
rapid push forward as an economic powerhouse, many folk
artists and the traditions they
embody
are
dwindling,
because they are no, longer
practiced by younger generations centered on furthering
education and careers in the
city.

greater inforination about
folk traditions and a larger .
collection of information on
artists in more regions. .
"We have some journaling
that was done by Mike Diaz
who was in China for four
iponths, but we haven't put it
up on the site since we
changed the design," Congdon said. "We have a lot of
work that hasn't been posted
yet.
"In.the early videos, you
don't see us at all. Now we
realize we have to incorpo:rate more of our own voices.
It makes everything more
personal," said Thomas Valladares,
a
24-year-old
marketing major and the
site's production manager.
· ChinaVine is an outgrowth of the ideas behind
Folkvine
a
Web-based
preservatio:r;i project of Florida's own folk art and heritage
that Congdon was part of,
and, like Folkvine,' will be
intensely visual.
"What we want to do is
communicate ideas visually,
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Welco01e Back,
Students!
Move-in Special

Bring your parents and this coupon to your local
Perkins® Restaurant & Bakery to enjoy
these great offers.
Only at Perkins·can you enjoy breakfast, lunch and
dinner favorites any time of the day!

B~eakfast is just the beginning.
For a lin;,ited time only at participating restaurants. Printed in the· U.S.A. © 2008 Perkins & Marie Callender's Inc.

I

. DEADLINE TO SIGN-UP FOR 'tttE fiRST 2 GAMES

AUGUSt·· 2·7,H

'

__S_AVE_
- _$_5_.o_o__ j _FRE
__
E_AP_P_E_T_IZ_E_R_
$5.00 Off Any $20.00 Purchase
Purchase any regularly priced items tota)ing $20.00 or
more, and use this coupon for $:;.oo off your total bill.

: With Purchase of Any Two Adult Entrees*
!' Purchase any two adult entrees at the regular price and
I

I

• : receive one appetizer free!
: *Ercludes Seniors' Me11u and Kids'
' Me-mt. Not valid with any other
/.iiiiii
specials or discount programs.
(Fi

ENTER T..E LOI-IERY@

KNIGHT!ICKETS· . co·m
Coupo,1 E:,:ptres: September 28, 20()8.

Breakfast ls just the beg nning.

Yaltd onl,J:, alparttcJpatlng Perkfns• Restaurant & Bnl:ery locations.
One coopon per person per visit at parficlpatjng Perlons" RestaJrant & Bakery locallons.
Not vafid with any olher discoon1 or olfer. Coopon vc,d apurchased sold or bartered !or
cash. Only original coupons accepted. Mul!lated, tampered. forged or pholocopled COl"""'1S
are not aocep(ed. Sales laX, I applicable must be paid by customer. Please present
coupon when ordenng. Pnces may va,y 111 Canada Pnnted in Ute U.SA C 2008 Peoons
& Marie Calle,ders Inc.

\

I

<:oupon Expires: September 28, 2008.

Br!'akf;a,;ti'ioJUS\ lhe beglnmog.

Valfd only al pnrtfclpalfng Perl:11'59 Restaurant & Bal,.ery locat{(Jns.
Orie roupon per person per visit al pa-tiapaMg Pei1oos' R=uranc & Bake,y tocalJons.
Not vaJ¥J W>lh any other ciscoonl or otler. Coupon Y0ld ,t purchased. sold or barter<!d for
cash. Only ~coopons accepreo. M!i.iated. tamoored. forgedorpholocopei:lcoupons
are not acx:ep(ed. Sales sax. d applicable m-;s: be paid by aJStomar. Please presenf
ooupon vmen orda<tng. Prices may var, tn C;mada PM1ed rime U.SA C 2008 Perl<ins
& Marie Callender s Inc.
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Issue may still be on tabl
decision to end the offpus program after a
month review pro
Michael Cuccarese said
when it then gave offsmart card's off-campus terpus vendors the 10-m,
mination won't effect his
notice
that the progr·am~l11
sales significantly, but he
ending.
wondered if CB&S's book
"The Business Offict
sales might change if stupleased with the pro
dents were suddenly, only
progress, and ready to
. able to use their smart
in
a new direction," H
card's to buy from on-camsaid.
pus bookstores.
UCF's card service!
-JOHN MEYER
"I'd be surprised if we're
CB&S MANAGER
recently merged purse.bree
doing more than 2 percent
with purse two in May
of sales on student smart
Their Web site's FAQJ
cards," CB&S manager John
The off-campus program ·
Meyer said. "[When off- was started when UCF had says this is due to the
card's
declining
debi
procampus smart card ends] I· less vendors than it does .
gram.
· dorrt think we would lose now.
Student ·
those sales, even then."
Providing students with
Pre:1dent
Papa John's was one of vendor options for their Association
he
.the few on-campus vendors own convenience was the Logan Berkowitz s
received
word
tha
the
accepting smart card that purpos·e of starting the offsmart card's off-c pus
was open during the end of campus program.
.·
summer.
It is still the concern of program was ending ·a ePapa John's manager, UCF, and the effected off- mail.
He said it was a litle dis' · Ry~n Chris, echoed off- campus vendors.
_
c
ouraging
that he as~·t
campus vendors Cuccarese
· But while UCF believes
and Meyer, in saying smart that students now have brought to the table bil'ore a
card purchases . made up _ enough vendor option~ on- decision was ,made. ·
Berkowitz· said th:t, that
.such a small percentage ·of campus to terminate the offhis store's business, that campus program', some off- · was abnormal in hii relathey didn't really effect campus vendors would like tionship with UCF': decisales one way or the other. . to see it stay, or they think sion makers.
Grant Heston sa that
Cuccarese said that part UCF is limiting students'
UCF ·works closel· with
of UCF's reasoning behind options.
. ·
·
adkilling the off-camJ.iUS proFor select on- and off- Student ·Governme
gram might have been to campus businesses the ter- ers and values their h t.
'We;ve spoken · GA
drive smart card purchases minatfon on May 1 isn't
erj
toward UCF's new busi- anticipated to make much about this issue and
stand their concerns,'
nesses on the north end of of a ripple in their sales.
campus.
UCF pays a certain perUCF spokesman Grant centage per smart card sale tonB:1~~en now ~d
Heston s_a id that budget transactions to the card Berkowitz said th t h
cuts were not behind the companies, but the ·business be working to· e sur
decision to· end the off-cam- owners accepting the smart voice of the sttide t b
pus program.
card pay a portion of that heard.
"I wouldn't cons1d
Off-campus . vendors percentage to help cover
off campus program]
have been accepting the that cost.
smart card for close to three
Grant Heston .said UC F's at this point," Ber
years.
Business Office made the , said.
FROM
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'I'd be surprised
if we're dQing
more than 2
percent of sales
on student
smart cards.'
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SUMMER SPECIAll

And Enter To WIN One Of
Our Weeklr Prize Drawings!

$545/mo.
limited AvallabilhV
.

Some Garages Avai able
it Remote Operators

.

..
Alafaya Trail
• LARGEST BEDROOMS
• LARGEST LIVING AREAS ,,' ,,
• PRIVATE BATHROOMS .'

·+·
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Free Shuttle Bus ?W>_;J,.
To UCF! ~
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Blaze started by propane tan
100 Riverwind Way
Oviedo, FL 32765
Reserve Your Suite Today!

ea11, 407-3$9-2815

rece1vmg support
,from Seminole County Fire
one of the units.
, R~scue.
.
It took firefighters 45
. The Red ·cross arrived
minutes to exterminate the about two hours after the fire
fire.
and , provided some food,
Firefighters had to call for clothing and shelter support
extra help to subdue the to those left homeless.
FROM
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Live youi; faith a. a church
messages relevant tq yoiit life!

'7~P~
Sunday· Worship:
9:00 a.m. Contemporary worship with praise band
· t0:00 a.m. Ch11rch sc/Joo/for all ages ·.
11:00 a.m. Traditional worship
3600 W SR 426, Oviedo
(Aluma bc'twccn 417 & Tuskawilla Rd. across from Kohl's)

407-671-4173 • www.mytpc.org

UNIVERSirrY
WALK-IN
MEDICAL
·-CENTER
"The Doctor Is Always In"

Urgenr Care Medical Services·
Provided By Board Certified Physicians.
No Appointment Necessary.

•

11550 University Blvd. • Orlando, FL 32817

407-282-2044

•
•

Hours: Monday-Friday 8am-8pm
Saturday-Sunday 9a·m-5pm ·
Open Most Holidays

•

UniversityWalkin.com
ADD SOME LEADERSHIP & EXCITEMENT TO YOUR SCHEDULE. Register for a Military Science Class.For more informatio_n, contact CPT Berlew, UCF Army RQJC, 407-82J-5383 or visit www.army.4.cf.edu today!

Most Insurances Accepted

(Located less than 1 mile from UCF
on Univers· Y Blvd., between Rouse Rcf@d and Alafaya.) ,
.
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alooza maybe tradition
FR Al
asus Ballroom on Monive-in Movie will be at
th Leisure Pool on Aug. 26,
a The Gauntlet on Memo Mall oh Aug. 27.
nightstock
concert
sp sored by CAB Cinema
on emory Mall will be
Au 28, and Late Knights at
th emory Mall is on Aug.
29.
'm looking forward to
th Guantlet," Harowitz'
sai "Its one of my babies. I
' wo ed on that one and
re
wanted it to happen.
Rig behind the Gauntlet
tho h is the kickoff speaker
fashion show."
. I addition, to the steady
stre of campus happening the doors of student
adv· rs are open all week
to h p with any questions
rega ing the first week of
clas s.

'I'm looking
forward to the
Guantlet. It's
one of my
babies.'
- STEVEN HAROWITZ
INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES MAJOR
AND STUDENT DIRECTOR OF PEGASUS
•
PALOOZA

Pegasus Palooza ,is the
brainchild of Harowitz and
Daniel Meuninck, assistant
director of Orientation Services and faculty advisor of
Pegasus Palooza.
They worked together
with about 14 organizations
for four months on the project.
They got support and
financial backing of $10,000

You deserve a factual look at ...

Racism in •he Islamic World

from Student Government
Association to match Orientation Services own $10,000
for the project.
The remaining costs
were covered through sponsorships from Metromix,
Super Target and the Central Florida Future.
Those involved forsee
Pegasus Palooza becoming
an annual school tradition.
"Oh, hell yeah its happening next year," Harowitz
said. "Its gonna be a tradition along with Homecoming. I _want my kids to go to
it and be able tQ say I started that.
"It has the potential to
get bigger each year. I'm
excited to see where it'll
go."
For more information or ·
access . to the complete
detailed schedule for the
week
go
to:
http://www.pegasuspalooza.com/Wekome.html.

How can peace prevalil lin 1:he Nliddle Eas1: lln 1:he face of lslamllc
bli901:ry and ha1:e1 When wlill modera1e Nusllims speak out1
For years, the U.N., led by Islamic and Arab nations and their sympathizers, has accused Israel of racism, but
the world consistently turns a blind eye to open, seething anti-Semitism in Islamic society.
Islamic anti-Semites for Jews.) Tom Lantos, the late
U.S. Congressman, called the Prince's assertion "an
In one of the most astonishing propaganda coups
outrage ... blatant hypocrisy," but Islamic leaders
ever, a United Nations conference' on racism, which
were silent. In fact, millions of Muslims still insist
took place in Durban South Africa, declared that
that Zionists were behind the September 11 attacks
Zionism is racism. No wonder the U.S. and Israel
on the World Trade Center.
walked out of the meeting, which was dbminated by
·Anti-Semitism is expressed so freely and
representatives of Islamic and Arab states and other
ubiquitously in most Islamic societies that no
anti-Israel forces, and whose conclusions were
citizen can escape it. During
predictable from the outset.
Ramadan in 2002, Egypt's stateThe supreme irony of this
"Until Muslims reject racism in controlled TV aired "Horseman
conference was that it"accused no
all forms, they can't expect
Without a Horse," a program
other nation of racism--0nly
based on the' notorious forgery,
Israel. In truth, Israel is perhaps Islam to enjoy full respect as
The Protocols of the Elders of
the most racially and ethnically . political and spiritual force."
Zion, in which Jews allegedly
diverse and tolerant country in
use the blood of non-Jews to
the world. More than half of
make Passover matzot. In Iran, a TV series, "Zahra's
Israel's Jewish population consists of people of
Blue Eyes," portrays "Zionists" kidnapping
color-blacks from Ethiopia and Yemen, as well as
Palestinian children and harvesting their organs.
brown-skinned people from Morocco, Iran, Syria,
Perhaps nowhere is the hatred of Jews more
Egypt and Israel itself. In addition, · Israel's
virulent than among the Palestinians. Most
population includes more than one million Arabs,
perniciously, Palestinian children are taught in
who enjoy the same civil rights as Jewish Israelis. In
scho·ol that Jews are descended from apes and pigs
lsrael hate speech is banned, and it is against the law
and that the most noble thing they can do is to kill
to discriminate based on race or religion.
Jews. Muslim clerics like Imam !bra.rum Madiras, an
' In contrast, anti-Semitism-a poisonous form of
employee of the Palestinian Avthority, declared in a
racism directed .specifically against the Jewish
television sermon, "Jews are a cancer'' and later that,
people-is rampant in most all Islamic soc,ietie"s.
''.Muslims will kill the Jews . . . [and] rejoice in
Not only is anti-Semitism commonplace in Muslim
Allah's victory." No surprise, then, that the 1982
nations, but it is propagated shamelessly by their
doctoral . dissertation of Palestinian president
leaders, in state-sponiiored media, and by Muslim
Mahmoud Abbas makes the astounding claim that
clergy.
"Zionists" collaborated with the Nazis to annihilate ,
For example, former Malaysian Prime Minister
the Jewish people in order to drive the survivors to
Maha~hir Mohamed declared in a speech fo the
Palestine.
Organiza~ion of Islamic Conference that, "today
Anti-Semitism and the prospects for peace.
Jews rule the world by proxy. They get others to
Islamic anti-Semitism permeates the Arab Middle
fight and die for them." Imagine if an American
East and creates an atmosphere in whkh Jews are
presi-dent had made a similarly sweeping and
bigoted statement about blacks, Latinos or any other · reviled and represented as subhuman. How can the
Palestinian people embrace peace with a people
race-what ·a justifiable uproar, perhaps even an
represented by their religious and political leaders
impeachment, would ensue. Yet there was no
as dehumanized, evil beings? Even more
condemnation by the Muslim world of Mr.
importantly, how can Israel be expected to trust a
Mohamed's comments. Rather, virtually all of the
so~called peace partner who expresses abject hatred
conference's Muslim leaders actually voiced their
and murderous intent toward Jews on a daily basis?
approval.
Yet the U.S. and many European nations continue to
In response to a terrorist attack in Saudi Arabia in
demand that Israel make one-sided sacrifices for
May 2004, Crown Prince Abdullah declared that
peace with a people steeped in racism artd
"Zionism is behind [these] terrorist actions in the
committed to its destruction. ·
ki~gdom." (Zionism is the code word often used by

a

Wednesday, 8/20
6pm-10pm

Thursday, 8/21
1pm-Spm

Thursday,·8/21
6pm:..10pm

' Until Islamic leaders muster the integrity to relentlessly condemn anti-Semitism (and its evil twin, antiZionism); we can't expect Israel to accept a forced peace with the Palestinians. Likewise, until moderate
wuslims reject racism in all forms, they can't expect Islam to enjoy full respect as a political -and spiritual
• torce among the world's people.
·
·

Saturday, 8/23
· 10am-2pm

·

at the Courtyard
by Marriott UCF

This message has been publish!!d and paid for by

Comprehensive program $795

Facts and Logic About the Middle East
P.O. Box 5903q9 • San Francisco, CA 94159

FLAME

· including material$

FLAME is a taic-exempt, non-prottt educational 501 (c)(3) Qrganization. Its
purpose is the research and publication of the facts regarding developmerits in
the Middle East and e,xposing false propaganda that might.harm the Interests of
the United States and its allies in that area of the wor1d. Your tax-deductible
contribulions are welcome. They enable us to pursue1hese goals and to publish
these messages In natlonal newspapers and magazines. We have virtuaUy no
oxerhead. Almost all of our revenue pays for our educational work, for these
clarifying messages, and for related direct mall.

Gerardo Joffe, President

948

To receive free FLAME updates, visit our website: www.factsandlogic.org
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Sofas from $99
TVs from $49
Dinettes from $69
Twin mattress sets from $59
Queen mattress sets from $89

t

Be sure to visit our tent sale through August 23r •

--------------------------------------~
- STUDENT
RENTAL SPECIAL

Living room
• Sofa & chair

• End table'

• Cocktail table

Fill 3 rooms for

$89amonth

, Kitchen
• Dinette table
• 2 chairs

Bedroom
-),

..

Looking for on inexpensive way
to furnish a campus apartment,
dorm room or frat house? Check
out our Bock Room for a massive
assortment of previously rented
quality furnishings at prices that fit
a student's budget.

3-month minimum rental.
Valid with student ID.

•

•

Queen bed .OR 2 twin beds
Nightstand
Dresser with mirror
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Hours: Mon.-Fri. - 9am-6pm,
Sat. 9arn-5prn - Closed Sunday

1002 N. Semoran Blvd.
Orlando, FL 32807
407-281-0100
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UCF ID, e-mail required
FROM

A1

that meet the requirements,"
Burns said.
In the event that a student
does not have a student 'ID, a
. current class registration will
be accepted.
"[This membership is] a
really good deal," said Sara
Wong, a political science
major at UCF. "It's nice to see
a large company try to make
life easier for the average college student."
Burns said the main
advantage of this is the $15
gift card, which a regular
membership, which is also
$40 a year, does not include.
. "I like the fact that you get
an extra complementary card
to share with another room-

mate and also the benefit of
the $15 gift card for signing
up," said Zachary Folb, a UCF
interdisciplinary
studies
major.
With this membership,
college students not only get
to shop at Orlando Sam's
Club, but they will get full
shopping privileges at more
than 500 Sam's Club locations
nationwide. Burns also said
that college students can
shop for essential items, such
as laptops, furniture, school
supplies and mini fridges.
"I think it's a great idea and
a great opportunity for students to eat healthier," said ·
Jesse Pinson, a criminal justice major at UCF. "Also, you
can ge't other essentials such
as over-the-counter medi- ·

cine, soap, shampoo, etc., for
a great price. It's a lot better
then going to a fast-food
restaurant, it saves money,
and the benefits are healthier."
The Sam's Club membership also considers college
students' busy schedules by
including online shopping
access at www.samsdub.com.
All college students are
welcome to sign up at any
time. The collegiate membership is renewable every year
for the same offer. Once a
member; students can go
online and register to recieve ·
the Club Insider Newsletter
that will inform them of
upcoming events and offers
in the club throughout the
year.

CRYSTAL PAOLOEMILIO / CENTRAL FLOQA FUTURE

UCF Human Resources has created a program on 'their Web site where employees can find coworkers in their area t~ car pool to
work. The service has only been up since early August, but within the first two weeks 120 UCF employees have registered to r pool.

More than 120 haveregister d
FROM

Al.

site. From there, users must
enter their name, · which
department
the
user
belongs to, their UCF email
· and zip code, and then their
schedule of when they
work.
UCF Human
Resources. then will check
all of the information that
has been filled out, and
afterward the department
will send them back a list of
the e-mail addresses of peo·ple within the user's zip
code. In order to ease worries about electronic security, the Web site is designed
so. that th~ user give away as
little information as. possible.
Only the -µser's ·zip
code, school e-mail, name
and department need to be
filled out in the online application for the car ,.pool
match making service to
work, and no personal infor-

matiori will be given away
unless the user approves.
"We got together with a
few of our directors, and HR
was the area that we decided would be the best to
coordinate this program for
the employees, so they took
the lead on setting up a Web
. site," said Monroe.
The ride sharing service
Web site has only been up
since the beginning of
August and within the. program's first two weeks, over
120 UCF · employees have ·
registered onto the Web site ·
in hopes of finding fellow
employees to car pool.
Although it is hard to judge
how many people actually
end up finding a' carpool ·as .the users of the program
are not required to mail
Human Resources if they
made a successful match so far four UCF employees .
seeking a car to pool have

maile.d the departmat and
stated that they have J>und a
ride.
The UCF lwnan
Recourses departm t has
already sent out one nass e-=
mail alerting the em]- o ees
of UCF of the existm. e of
this prograrri, and ·1r
to
send out another n
mail at the beginnillf
fall semester, duri~g
the department e
c
number of users o th rogram to rise du to the ·
increasecJ
num er o(
employees who ee tp
drive to the campu in :r,6.parison to the school
mer season.
Employees interes in
using the UCF's share ride ,
program can sign
by
clicking the "UCF C p ol
Registration"
Ii
at
www.hr.ucf.edu. For,
er
information, contac U<::F
Human -Resources a 407)
823-2771.

for you·r healthcare needs,
you can receive the infusio1
in the safety and privacy of
Ambient's infusion-suite.
WEA~E LOCATED INT

CF RESEARCH ~ I<.
which means ou could
atte,nd class in the momi
receive an infusion, and

your noon class.

•
•
•
•
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WOMEN'S SOCCER PREVIEW
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NADAL, WILLIAMS SISTERS
CLAIM GOLD IN BEUING

•

..
••

Preparing
to def! d
row

DIANA ROJAS
Contributing Writer

BEUING -Already assured ofthe
No.1 ranking,Spain'sRafael Nadal was.
No.1 at the Olympics. He won a gold
medal Sunday, overcoming two setpoints in the second set and holding
every service game to beat Fernando
Gonzalez of Chile 6-3, Hi (2),6-3.
The gold medal was the first ever for
Spain in Olympic tennis and another
milestone in an astounding summer
surge by _Nadal, who will officially end
Roger Federe~s 4 1/2-year reign atop .
the rankings today. Nadal has won 38
of his past 39 matches, induding
victories against Federer in the finals at
the French Open and Wimbledon.
"Nowhere in my best dreams Ican
imagin~ something like what Idid this
year,"Nadal said."I know how difficult it
is to win these things,ana especially
here,because you only have cme chance
every four years."
In women's doubles, Venus and
Serena Williams ofthe United States
won~ gold, beating Anabel Medina
Garrigues and Virginia Ruano Pascual of
Spain 6-2,6-0.lhe sisters celebrated
with shrieks,then shared a hug.
The Williams sisters failed to
medal in singles but found
.
considerable consolation in doubles,
·improving their lifetime Olympic
record as a team to JO-O.

US. WOMEN'S BASKET-

BALL STILrUNBEATEN
BEUING - Tina Thompson
scored 10 of her 15 points during a 21-0.
run in the second quarter and the.U.S. ·
women's basketball team beat New
Zealand 96-60 on Sunday night.
The U.oS.dosed out pool play in the
same fashion as all its other games-in
the Olympics - with a blowout.The
Americans won the five games by an
. average of 43 points.
The U.S. will play South Korea in the
quarterfinals Tuesday nightThe South
Koreans advanced to the next round by
holding off Latvia 7H8 on Sunday.
New Zealand only trailed by five at
the end ofthe first quarter, but the U.S.
took over in the second quarter turning
up their defensive intensity.Lisa
Wallbutton's jumper with 7:29 left in
the period cut New,Zealand'sdeficitto
29-22 before the Americans scored 21 ,
straight points.
The U.S. extended its lead in the third
quarter to 38 in the third quarter.

JOHNSON, LIUKIN UPSET
BY ROMANIAN ON FLOOR

•
•

Women's
golf hires
full-time
assistant

WILLIAM PERRY

really the focus is building the
team," associate head coach Q:>lby
Hale said in a press release. 'We are
After being r~duced to Gator very excited about the pieces we '
bait in a devastating defeat to the have, so now it is a matter of bringUniversity of Florida Gators in the ing those togethet, putti.Iig the playsecond round of last year's NCAA ers in the right places and developChampionship, the UCF Women's ing who we are and how we are
Soccer team will have a chance at going to win games."
redemption. The Knights can make
The team has 'been working on
a strong case as a legit contender all aspects of the gan:ie during its
when they open their 2008 cam- workouts and will need every bit of
paign against tough in-state rivals it early. They will open up at No. 4
Florida State and then UF.
FSU on Aug. 22 and will then travel
These two games could deter- to Gainesville in hopes of making a
mine the direction of the Knights' · little gator bait of their ~ Aug. 29
season. '
atNo,20UF.
FSU advanced to the finals of the
"The first few days, the focus has
NCAA College Cup last year, while been team building, and the attackUF was !"anked No. 6 'in the country ing side of play," Hale said in a press
and just narrowly defeated the release. "Learning to play with.difKnights, 4-3 on penalty.kicks in the ferent rhythms and control the
tournament. Last season, the tempo of the game, when to slow it
Knights made their 12th trip to the down, when to speed it up. The ·
NCAA tournament and went 15-4-4 girls are quite comfortable with the
to win a share of the C-USA regu- ball, so more style of play than techlar-season title.
nique so far.
But that was last season.
The Knights' home opener is
The Knights have their top 10 Aug. 31 vs. Hartford. On Sept. 14,
.,. leading scorers returning to the they will host No. 19 tllinois in
squad and will have plenty of offen- . another tough match.
sive experience. They have been
Entering the season, the Knights
training since Aug. 6 in preparation were ranked second in the Conferfor their 2008 season debut:
"The girls came in very fit so
PlEAsE Sn UCF ON A10
Staff Writer

KNIGHTS TO NOTE
RETURNING FIREPOWER

The Knights' 2008 squad features the top 10
point-scorers from last season.Junior forward
Courtney Whidden led the team last season
with 28 points and 13 goals.Junior midfielder
Becca Thomas paced the team with 11 assists,
and senior midfielder Hanna Wilde had a
team-high 65 shots.
YOUTH REIGNS SUPREME
Ofthose 10 top returning scorers, only three are

seniors this season -Wilde, forward Danielle
dos Santos and defensman Sarah de Leon.
MISSING MANIS

The Knights will'have to find a way to replace
2007 C-USA Defensive Player of the Year in
goalkeeper Jennifer Manis, who ran out of
eligibjlity. In an exhibition match Saturday, the
Knights l!Sed junior Lynzee Alis Lee and
freshman Aline Reis in net.
QUICK START

Akey to the Knights' success last year was how
quickly they put the opponent into catch-up
mode. They outscored the opposition 23-7 in
first periods last season.

After seeing her Knights 11Jac~ 17th
at the NCAA East Regionals, -~F
Women's Golf head coach En:illee
Klein decided to add a full-time assistant coach to her
staff to help give·
the team another
run at nationals.
Cprrie Sordel
was hired Aug. 11 as
the first full-time
assistant coach in 1
the program's
history. Sordel recently
completed her · New coach:
internship
She is the program's
at the University of
first full-time
assistant coach. As a
Memphis where
player, Sordel went
she served a:s .a
to
three NCAAgraduate assistant.
Championships with
A native ofWmFlorida State.
dermere, Sordel
attended
West
Orange High Schooi The Orlando Sentinel named her the Orlando Area's
High.School Player of the Year in 1999.
After her success in high school, ·
Sordel moved on to bedome atop play- er for Florida State.
During her four years as a Seminole,
Sordel had a trio of top-25 finishes at
the ACC Championship, and participated in three NCAA Regionals and
two NCAA Championships.
Once Sordel ~arned her degree in
statistics in December 2004, she spent
a year playing professional golf on the
DuramedFuturesTour.
"I am really excited to ·bring Carrie
in for this position," Klein said in a
press·release. "She has an incredible
playing background that is going to
help our team a lot, and she is going to
be a great_asset to helping us achiev~
our goals."
Not only did the Knights make it to
the NCAA East Regional for the first
time since 2002, but they also had a few
players earn All-Conference USA honors. Mayule Tomimbang ·r eceived firstteam all-conference honors, and Jessy
Tang and Stephanie Connelly, were
named to the second team.
Phone messages left.for Sordel were
not returned, but in a press release she
said: "This is an exciting opportunity
for me to work with Coach Klein. I am
looking forward to meeting the girl's
and .[getting] them started on a great
season. The team had a good season a
year ago, and I just want to help coach
Klein continue building a winning tradition here at UCF."
The Knights had one of the best seasons in their history, making to the
NCAA Regional for the first time under
Coach :klein's command. With the
addition of Sordel, the two coaches will
try to help the team improve and return
to the NCAA East Regional
The Knights' 2008-09 season begins
with the Mason Rudolph Championship in Brentwood, Tenn. The tournament runs from Sept. 26-28.

; UCF golfer victorious in match play tourney

, BEUING-Once more, the gold
medal was within Shawn Johnson's
reach.Again,it was snatched away.
j
WILLIAM PERRY
, Public Links champion Kevin
Two days after Nastia Liukin edged
(
StaffWriter
Aylwin 3 and 2 in the round of
Johnson for the all-around title,
· 16. Johnson then faced the
Romania's Sandra lzbasa -the very
After coming close multi- highest seed remaining in the
last competitor- grabbed the floor
ple times to claiming touma- field, third seed Thomas Murexercise gold that was almost in the
. ment victory throughout the ray, and defeated him 4 and 3
American's hands.
summer, UCF · golfer David to advance to the fmal.
After Johnson went in the unenviable
Johnson finally got that longThrough nine holes, Johnfirst spot Sunday night and saw fier
awaited win at the Florida son and Velez were all square.
1550 stand up through six other
State Amateur Match Play Then on the 10th hole, Johnfinafists, induding Liukin,only lzbasa
Championship on Aug. IO.
son went ahead by making
remained. But the Romanian wowed
"It felt good," Johnson said. birdie to go 1-up. But Velez
the judges with her soaring
"It's been a long time coming didn't let Johnson build on that
somersaults and solid landings, earning
for me to win a tournament lead and evened the match
a15.65.ThatleftJohnson with another
like this, and the trophy is with :J birdie on 11.
silver medal and a bronze for Liukin.
beautiful."
Johnson quickly answered
Johnson, gracious as always,wore a
Johnson shot a 3-under-par with a birdie on the par-3 12th
bright smile all night and gave several
69 to earn the seventh seed hole. This time, Johnson was
competitors big hugs when they
during the seeding round of able to extend his advantage, ·
finished their routines.She barely
match play. He then defeated inc_reasing his lead to three
flinched when lzbasa's man< came up,
fi~e opponents in the field of with birdies on the 14th and 15
and had a hug for the winner.
.
64 before getting past Carlos holes.
'1 had a little bit of hope inside of ·
Goingtothel6th, Velezbad
Velez of Miami in Sunday's ·
me,"Johnson said,"but seeing how
to birdie to continue the match
final2 andl
beautifully she executed her routine, I
In the first round, Johnson and came ·through. Then on
knew."
beat the 2005 match play 17th hole, Velez bad a IS-foot
champion Kelly Gosse 4 and 3. putt for a birdie while Johnson
He follow~ that up with a tri- sized up a 25-foot putt for
umph over two-time FSGA birdie.
.-hsoaATED PRESS

..-..,--·:!'!"

couRTESYUCFATHlfTl(S

UCF senior golfer David Johnson secured his first victory of the summer in the Aorida
StateAmateurMatchPlayChampionshiponMarch10.HebeatCar1osVelez2and1.

Johnson knew that he was
25 feet from victory and wasn't
going to let it slip away.
"In my mind, I said f14. not
going to give him a chan~e to

make his putt, and rm going to

end it now and I did and that
was the end ofit," Johnson said.
Johnson has won tournamen.ts in junior college, but he

said this victory was the first
one of major significance for
him. Johnson has been working all summer toward becoming a better golfer in hopes of
obtaining some personal suecess, as well as bettering himself for the fall season at UCF,
which begins Sept. 12 with the
Carpet Capital Collegiate.
"I guess you could say I
would have been disappointed
bad I not won [this summer],"
Johnson said. "I feel like I'm
playing really well, and I've
put in a lot of hard work. This
year has been a breakout year
on a national level for me."
With this victory, Johnson
increased his lead in the points
standings for the FSGA
Amateur Player of the Year.
As of July 22, he had 990
points, 65 points more than
Derek Fathauer in second
place. According to Golfweek,
Johnson is the 147th-ranked
amateur golfer in the world
'1nd 64th-ranked in the U.9.
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Crucial to success for the UCF Women's Soccer team in 2008 is finding a suitable replacement for goalkeeper Jennifer Manis.

The plan offers you:
•

Inpatient and Outpatient Care, including Mental
Health
Coverage for prescription drugs, up to $1,000
Access to Aetna's nationwide network of
participating health care professionals
Travel Assistance Services and Worldwide Medical ·
Coverage 1
Optional dental insurance programs
Vision, Fitness, ·and Natural Products and Services
Discount Programs 1,2, 3

Enrol I today at
.
·
www.aetnastudenthealth.to111

UCF fo start year at FSlJ
·FROM

A9

ence USA preseason rankipgs, as voted on by' the
league's coaches. Memphis
was predicted to be lea~e
champion.
·
Phone calls to head coach
Amanda Cromwell were not
returned, but in a press
release, she said: "I think
beirig picked to finish in the
top three in the preseason is
fair. We lost some key defensive players and' the C-USA
Defensive Player of the Year
in Jennifer Manis, so some
teams might have put that
into accot,mt when voting.
But No. 2 is nothing to be
ashamed of at all because CUSA is such a strong conference.
.
"Overall though, the preseason rankings aren't the

most important. It's where we
end up at the end of the year."
The offseason workouts
were topped offwith an exhibition game at South Florida
on Saturday night. The
Knights will have a week's
worth of practice-now as the
season i_s set to begin this
coming Saturday.
..
"Everything has been
great so far," Hale said. "The
four seniors (Jessie Gardner, ·
Sarah de Leon, Danielle dos ·
Santos and Hanna Wilde)
have really .done a great job
of leading, which can be an
overlooked part ·of success.
Typically we go as far as our
leadership takes us; and if
this holds true, it might'just
be the best season we've had
since I've been here.
''We have a very challenging opening few games and

we· will know more after
those obviously, but things
definitely seem to be headed
in the right direction."
UCF will certainly need
that veteran leadership .to
carry it to the promised land.
And in order to make a run,
the team will need to solidify
the goalkeeper position by
replacing Manis.
As for the exhibition
against USF, the Knights lost
the match 1-0 despite committing less fouls, having
more corner kicks and
outshooting the Bulls.
The lone goal was scored
in the first five minutes of
the match. Aline Reis and .
Lynzee Lee split time in ·net.
Also, junior , transfer
Emily Maynard and freshman Katie Jackson got their
first starts for UCF.
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Internet
Swimming
Pool

Electric

Wireless

in Clubhouse

Cable

Phone

www.boardwalkants.net

Call T.oday For Rates and-Specials 407-384-8626
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Claudio Sanchez, lead singer and guitarist of the band Coheed.ind Cambria, signs comics at AComic Shop on August·8, later to perform at House of Blues. SanclJez's comic, The Amory Wall', coincides with the bands' lyrics.

Tour stop_allow-s local fans to ·connect w-ith rock hero·
WHITNEY HAMRICK
Variety Editor

C

oheed and Cambria front man Claudio Sanchez
_signed copies of his graphic novel, Amory Wars,
which coincides and intertwines with the bands
mus~c, for local fans at A,Comic Shop before performing at the House of Blues.

"[Amory Warsl is like a sci-fl soap opera, it's ridiculous;' said Angus Gorberg,
· head of marketing and public relations for A Comic Shop. 'There is all sorts of
. •twists and turns. It's really, really good for an indie comic I would definitely rec. ommend it."
·
Sanchez sat a throned figure before the ample line of subjects jittering with
enthusiasm, singing along to the Coheed tracks playing in th~ store as they waited in droves to have guitars, comics and CDs signed August 8.
"Claudio, oh, dear Claudio, oh," sang Joseph 'froudt, 18, in his best n:timic of
Sachez's distinctive tone and timbre, changing the lyrics around to the song
·''EverythingEvil" "I will be at the show tonight. Thank you for writing this.comic
for me."
'Iloudt traveled all the way from Atlanta just to see Sanchez in person and
attend the concert.
'"!bat was pretty interesting," Sanchez said '"!bat hadn't happened yet, it was
cool, very cool"
·
'Iloudt marveled at what he calls, ''my greatest hero, my greatest rock hero;•
as Sanchez signed his comics and guitar that he said he will treasure fur the
whole ofhis life.
"On this last stretch on tow; we've been kind of coinciding the signings with
the shows," Sanchez said "Sherri 'Thlhan who works with Evil Ink Comics [the
comic's publisher] coordinated this event and [A Comic shop] came highly recommend for the area It's cool, it's nice to see them [the fans] enthusiastic about the band ~d the comics and things like that. It's rewarding."
The anticipant yet patient crowd showed similar signs of glee.
'Tm trying to hold in my bowels right now,' ~ o l e Community
College student Drew McKinney, 19, said "I canceled all my plans a
month in advance just to be here and drove from vacationing in Cocoa
just to be here."
Gorberg said Sanchez is "an awesome dude."
"He's really chill," Gorberg said "His voice is really deep, which is funny
[commenting on the high pitch Sanchez sings with] and he's nice, real
down to Earth. We talked on the 40 minute car ride for Buena Vista to here,
and he's just a typical dude, definitely not one you would think would be
· wailing on a doubleneck SG."
Later that night at the House of Blues, a vast dragonfly with astrological
mapping_etched in the wing's veins adorned the backdrop.
Instrumental metal band Russian Circle and The Secret Machine, featured
in Across the Universe as the trippy acid band with Bono, opened for Coheed.
Shouts of ''Coheed" resonated in an audible wave through the crowd High
beam lights and smoke machines cast the band into shadows as Sanchez's mane
of mammoth curls consumed his face as he sang his poetically epic lyrics and
wailed on his guitax; parting his tresses to play the guitar behind his head or
strum with his teeth.
On one of the speakers sat an action figure of Sanchez rocking out in mimic
of the life-sired version.

''I think I just peed my pants;'' shouted Stephanie Whalen, 18, from Troy, New
York, visiting on a family vacation. Whalen said her love of Coheed is inexplicable, owning all of their CDs and boasting the memorization of all tl;i.eir songs by
heart. ''They're unique, different from everything that's out there." .
When instructed to clap, the crowd clapped Sanchez played fill-in-the-blank
and the crowd in tum supplied the lyrics in unison.
"I love them," Maggie Bailey, 19, from Valencia Community College, said ''I
think they're amazing. I really love their lyrics. You can stretch their entire album
into a story:•
.
The House ofBlues' accommodations on the ground floor is similar to lining
up for a third grade photo. Line up, stick your head between the shoulders of
those in front, back straight and stand still in order to prevent incurring the wrath
of an uber fan from behind
The closer to the stage a fan daredto go, the less likely boundaries ofperson- ·
al space were maintained, as some unfortunate fans were propelled into body
surfing whether they liked it or not. Many sandals were lost in the malting ofsuch
chaos.
.isay, you guys are having a good time,'' Sanchez said answered by colossal
cheers. '"!bat's what I thought. We weren't sure ifyou were listening, is all"
The band's set list showcased all of their albums with song such as, "Gravemakers and Gunslingers," 'Ten Speed (Of God's Blood and Burial)," ''Favor
House Atlantic" and ''Everything Evil"
The set ended with 'The Willing Well IV: The Final Cut," and a 10 minute
extended jam session, which lead to the introduction of a theremin, an instrument invented in 1919 that produces an ~rie sound through nianipulating pitch
and volume by waving hands around antennas without touching it.
The crowd, enthralled and sated, watched as the set was over and the patchwork quilt curtains closed

•
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AT THE MOVIFS

UCF alum·featured on film soundtrack
JUSTINE GRIFFIN
Contributing Writer

THE HOUSE BUNNY {PG-13)
When Shelly, a Playboy bunny, is tossed out
of the mansion, she has nowhere to go until
she falls in with the sorocity girls from Zeta
Tau Zeta. The members of the sorority- who
also have got to be the seven most socially
clueless women on the planet- are about to
lose their house. They need a dose of what
only the eternally bubbly Shelley can
provide... but they will each learn on their
own to stop pretending to be what others
want them to be and start being
themselves
Directed by: ~red Wolf
Starring; Anna Faris, Emma Stone, RumerWillis,

Kat Dennings, Sarah Wright, Dana Goodman,
Katharine McPhee, Colin Hanks, Christopher
McDonald, Beverly D'Angelo

DEATH RACE (R)
Three-time speedway champion Jensen
Ames is an expert at survival in.the harsh
landsca~that has become our country. Just
as he ttffnks he hq5 turned his life around,
the exjon is1r.amed for a gruesome murder
he d@n't .commit. Forced to don the mask of
the 'mythical driver Frankenstein-a crowd
favorite whg,seems impossible to kill-Ames
is given·an e,w choice by Terminal Island's
warden: suit up or rot away in a cell.·

Ron Irizarry learned a long
time ago that he could accomplish anything he started.
Irizarry, a 36-year-old University of Central Florida
alumnus said his love for
music inspired him for more
than 10 years to establish ·a
career in the music industry.
"If there's ori.e thing I've
learned from my time at UCF
is that I can accomplish anything I start, as long as I put
myself into it," Irizarry said
Irizarry recently won a
songwriting contest hosted
by Overture Films, Myspace
Music, and Lakeshore Entertainment, where his song was
chosen to be the single for a
new film, Henry · Poole is
Here, starring actors Luke
Wilson and George Lopez.
Contestants were required
to watch the trailer for the
movie and to write· a song
they thought fit the film.
Irizarry's original song,
named after the film, appears
in the movie and is the first
song on the film's soundtrack
Irizarry was also invited
out to the Los Angeles to film
a video for his song with
director Mark Pellington, the
director of Henry Poole is
Here, and The Mothman
Prophecies.
"It's so crazy and surreal,"
IrizaJ;ry said "I just got back
from LA. and I still can't
belj.eve this is happening."
According to a press
release, 3,450 submissions for
·the cont_est were received·
before contestants were narrowed down to 30 semi-finalists, and then five finalists.
Irizarry _said that Pelling-

ton called him personally to
tell him that he won.
"Filming the video was
such a crazy and exhausting
experience. I don't think most
people understand the
amount ofwork that goes into
making a video," Irizarry said
'We were literally there for 12
hours."
Irizarry also performed on
The Late Late Show with
Craig Ferguson during his
time fu. LA, which premiered
Wednesday Aug 13.
''Driving into CBS Studios
was unreal," he said. "I met
Jack Black and Tun Arnold on
my way in."
Cecilia Conti, assistant
marketing director at Overture Films, said she was
impressed with Irizarry's
work
''Ron wrote a beautiful
song that captured the
themes of the film," Conti
said "Not only did he write
and record an amazing song,
but Ron really works incredibly hard to get his music out
there and promote himself."
Conti said that the five
finalists of the ·contest were
posted on Myspace where
users were allowed to vote for
their favorite song.
"It is' amazing how he got
the word out about the contest and the song," Conti said
"He is such a workhorse as
. well as incredibly professional and talented"
Irizarry_said that all of his
recent success is due to his
hard work and kn.owing that
he can accomplish anything.
He recently released his
first album, What You Hi.de is
What You Find independently. Irizarry performed at the
· Virgin Megastore in Down-

1
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UCF alum Ron Irizarry sat at his favorite restaurant in Central Florida, Yellow Dog Eats, many
times to write songs /n his journals. One of his songs is featured in Henry Poole is Here.

town Disney on Sunday, Aug. IO,
to promote the release of the
album.
Steve Alexander, co-founder
of Orlando based record label,
Pandora Records, has worked
with Irizarry in .the Orlando
music. seen~ for a few years.

Alexander said he helped promote Irizarry in the songwriting
contest as much as he could
''Ron is one of my go-to guys
when I'm looking for ·advice
about the industry," Alexander
said. "He's been doing this for
years longer than I have."

Alexander also said that be is
extremely happy for Irizarry
and all of his recent success.
''It couldn't of happened to a
better deserving guy," he said ''I
can't wait for the· world to hear
him."
Alexander, also a UCF alumnus, graduated with a degree in
Liberal Arts. Irizarry graduated
from UCF in 1996 with a degree
in Interpersonal Communications.
''While I was at UCF, I took a
few semesters off to tour and
focus on my music, but I always
came back because it was
important for me to finish,"
Irizarry said ''Being a musician
is just like being in college.
There's a long road ahead ofyou
but you cru:i always get through."
Henry Poole is Here hit theaters Friday. The soundtratjc is
available in stores and.online via
iTunes. Irizarry's music video
can
be
seen
at
myspace.com/ronirizarry.
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Directed by: Paul W.S. Anderson
Starring: Jason Statham, Tyrese Gibson, Joan

Allen, Ian McShane, Natalie Martinez, Jason
Clarke

HIGH FIVES
· For the week ending Aug. 11

TELEVISION
1. America's Go.t Talent, NBC.
2. Wipeout, AB(.
3. TwoandaHalfMen, CBS.
4. So You Think You Can Dance .
(Wednesday), Fox.
5. Crirr1/nal Minds, CBS.
FILM
·1 . The Dark Knight Warner Bros.
2. Pineapple Express, Sony.
3. The Mummy: Tomb ofthe Dragon Emperor,
Universal.
4. Sisterhood ofthe Traveling Pants 2, Warner
Bros.

jl.

5. Step Brothers, Sony.

HOT FIVE
1. "I Kissed AGirl;' Katy Perry. Capitol,
2. "Forever;' Chris Brown. Jive/Zomba.
3. "Disturbia;' Rihanna, SRP/Def Jam/lDJMG.
4."Take ABow;'Rihanna. SRP/Def
Jam/lDJMG.
S. "Viva La Vida;' Coldplay. Capitol.
ALBUMS
1."Love On The Inside: Deluxe Fan Edition;'
Sugarland. Mercury Nashville/UMGN.
2. "Breakout;' Miley Cyrus. Hollywood.
3. "Marnrna Mia!, Soundtrack'.' Decca.
4. "Rock NRoll Jesus;'Kid Rock. Top
Dpg/Atlantic/AG. (Platinum)
5. 'Toa Carter Ill;' Lil Wayne. Cash
Money/Universal Motown/UMRG.
(Platinum)
CONCERT TOURS
1. Kenny Chesney.
2. The Police.
3. Dave Matthews Band.
4. Tom Petty &The Heartbreakers.
5. Van Halen.
DVD SALES
1.21, Sony Pictures Home Entertainment.
2. Step Up 2 The Streets, Buena Vista Home
Entertainment.
3. Batman Begins, Warner Home Video.
4. College Road Trip, Buena Vista Horne
Entertainment
.
·5. The Bonklob, Lionsgate Home
Entertainment.
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VIDEO RENTALS
1. 21, Sony Pictures Home Entertainment.
2. The Banklob, Lionsgate Home
Entertainment.
3. wllege Road Trip, Buena Vista Home
Entertainment.
4. Step Up l The Streets, Buena Vista Home
Entertainment.
S. Vantage Point, Sony Pictures Home
Entertainment.
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VIDEO SALES
1. 20,000 Leagues Under The Sea (Special
Edition), Buena Vista Home Entertainment.
2. Yoga Conditioning for Athletes, Gaiam
Video.

Warner Home Video. (Gold)
4. Ballistic Eeks Vs. Sever, Warner Home
Video.
5. The Wedding Singer, Warner Home Video.
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Beatles tribute band from Tokyo twists, shouts
ROBERT VILCHEZ
Contributing Writer

Tue Beatles played at The
Social last Friday. The Beatles
tribute band, The Silver Beats,
that is.
'Tm a huge fan of The Beatles, so that's why I came,"
Melissa Lirian, 17, said
As an increasing line offans
wearing punk rock T-shirts,
fedora hats and dress shirts
patiently waited outside the
venue for the doors to open,
you could definitely sense the
excitement from the crowd
After all, this was the first time
Tue Silver Beats were 'playing
in Orlando.
"I hope to hear a 'Day in the
Life' and 'I Want To Hold Your
Hand."' Ariel Cano, 24, said
Around 9:45 p.m., spectators from all walks of life filled
Tue Social, ran~g from
teenagers to husband and
wives, all coming together for

one sole purpose: to experience The Beatles' music live.
Hailing from Japan, The Silver Beats' band members are
Tadaaki Naganuma as Paul,
Hidemasa Mabuchi as John,
Hajime Kubo as George and
Yukinobu Kabe as Ringo. The
band's Beatles' songs catalog
includes 160 songs that cover
the whole career span of the
rock legends.
The Silver Beats made their
debut .in 2002 at The Cavern
Chili Tokyo, where the band
still plays nightly from 7:30
p.m. until 2 a.m.
"We were all brought
together because the club was
looking for a new band,"
Mabuchi, the band's guitarist,
said
He also said that in their
first show, they sounded like
amateurs and needed a lot of
work, but after a few years of
practicing and continuous
playing, the band eventually

landed exhilarating shows
such as opening for The
Killers at Madison Square
Garden in New York City.
Mabuchi fell in love with
the fact that in America, the
crowds love to cheer to their
favorite bands.
''In Japan, it's hard to read
the crowd, but in America,
people go crazy," Mabuchi
said
The opening band. Mumpsy, started off the night with
refreshing rock songs such as
''Thanks to You" and "Sir
Lancelot," and a very
welcome of"Hello, early birds."
Following Mumpsy was
Prabir and The Substitutes,
whose on-stage chemistry
caused the crowd to jump and
down like it was a music video
for House of Pain's "Jump
Around"
The Silver Beats finally
took the stage.
With long black hair that

warm

most emo kids would kill for,
and dressed in navy blue, double-breasted vintage suits, red
dress shirts and black leather
dress boots, the Silver Beats
could easily pass for Beatles
stunt doubles.
As the band belted out classics such as ''I Feel Fine" and
"Come Together," the crowd
danced and sang along.
At one point, Mabuchi took
a break from carving out licks
from his Rickenbacker guitar
to mention that the band was
once supposed to play with
Chuck Berry, but Berry
refused
The crowd responded with
boos, but Mabuchi revived
their spirits by mentioning that
band member Kubo was better
than Berry, and Kubo then performed a guitar solo to prove it.
By the time the band played
"Twist and Shout," The Social
officially became one huge
dance floor.
Members of the crowd
twisted and twirled. while others locked arms and swerved
side to side in an astonishing
show of male bonding that
only The Beatles' music could
-produce.
Even Prabir and The Substitutes joined in; as they hit the
floor dancing and singing

along with everyone else.
After a lengthy set, The Silver
Beats thanked the crowd and
stepped off stage.
They were back moments
later, responding to the crowd as .
they shouted. "One More Song!
One More Song!"
However, one simply wasn't
enough. and the band stayed on-

stage for another multiple song
set.
The Silver Beats concert
ended late into the night, but no
one seemed to mind
The crowd was so appreciative that each band m ember was
bought a beer.
M abuchi shouted, "I love
0r1ando!"

Are you interested in an exciting career?

••••••••••
Are you a current college
Freshman or Sophomore?

••••••••••
Do you know what you want
to do 9.ftgr graduation?
Qualified Freshmen/Sophomore students enrolled in Air
Force ROTC can apply for available scholarships.

Incentives· Up to $15,000 tuition per year
include· • $900 in textbooks re imbursement
·

• Monthly stipend ($300-$500)

• Special scholarship programs exist for Engineers,
Nurses, and Foreign Lan_guage Majors.
For more information,
please call:
(407) 823-1247 or
visit airforce.ucf .edu
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TIie Silver Beats, a Japanese Beatles tribute band, performs a few songs from their i 60-song repertoire at The Social on August 15. The Silver Beats made their debut in 2002 ai The Cavern aub Tokyo and still plays there nightly but enjoy the U.S. crowd response.
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An extra slice to
the weekend loaf?
I
hree-day weekends are
alone, which allowed the col. work from home either by teleperhaps the greatest
lege to hire an additional IO
phone or online, assisting custhing since sliced bread. full-time faculty.
tomers with matters that don't
Everyone looks forward to
This sounds like a brilliant
necessarily require a face-tothree-day weekends because it
idea which should be catching
face meeting. ·
gives them a chance to get out
on nationwide. Government
This.would also allow the
of town, go visit family and
offices like the DMV and tax
employees who have childcare
friends or just have an extra
· offices will be open longer
responsibilities to not have to
day to get things done. What if hours which will allow more
.work the extra hours Monday
suddenly every weekend was a opportunities for customers to through Thursday.
three-day weekend - how
.t ake care of their business.
Jacqueline Byers, director·of
would you use that extra day
A four-day workweek could
research at the National Assooff every week? It could very
easily be the answer to Floriciation of Counties told USA
well happen, and in many
da's educational b1,1.dget crisis.
Today that the four-day work
states such as Florida and
If schools like UCF had no
week is gaining in popularity
Utah, the movement has
classes or offices open on F:r:iamong county governments.
already begun.
days the cost savings from
"They like it for a couple of ·
The new four-day workenergy would be astronomical. reasons," says Byers. "They're
weeks have been implemented The classes which are current- not able to give raises, so this
is like a bonus, to cut off one
state-wide in Utah for all govly held Monday, Wednesday
ernment employees. The state
and Friday could be compacted day's commute."
offices will be open longer
into Monday and Wednesday
Ultimately, we would like to
Monday through Thursday to , by adding extra class time to
see all colleges, and eventually
account for the time missed on each session, just like it is done all government institutio~s,
Fridays.
for Tuesday and Thursday
implement this new opera.ting
schedule statewide. It could
In Utah, the only employees classes.
who are exempt from this new
Apparently most people are
provide de~perately needed
mandatory schedule are those . thrilled with the idea of having
resources that have·already
in the public university system, an extra day off every week
been spread far too thin. An
court systems anq correctional because the applications for ..
experimental period would of
facilities. This new schedule
employment at Brevard Comcourse be required to ensure
will allow states to save money, munity College have risen more that the process doesn't negaconserve energy and spread
than 50 percent over the last
tively affect the end user and
th~ already thin resources even year, and the staff turnover rate
that it does indeed save a satisfactory amount of money. ·
further.
has decreased by 44 percent.
In Florida, some public uniNo more would be the days
Brevard Community College
versities are instituting shorter of using a sick day or personal
te:,ted the initiative during the
weeks because of the recent
day to run necessary errands.
summer of 2001 and when
state budget cuts. Brevard
Mili Torres, the director of
they realized the potential savCommunity College recently
enrollment at Brevard said that ings they implemented the ·
implemented this schedule in
absenteeism has all but gone
new schedule for the 2007-08 ·
order to save money and conaway in the department where
year and are now planning to
tinue operating without having she works.
keep it going at least for the _
to make any major cuts.
·
One potential downside to
near future.
School President James
this new schedtµing system
A four-day workweek could
Drake recently said,."If it
would be for those who have
be the short-term or even longweren't for the savings that we
small children.
term solution to the dire budghave netted from energy man. Many organizations like
et cutbacks that the Florida
agement and the four-day
Brevard are allowing flexible
government is now facing. Proworkweek, we would not have
sche,duling for employees so
fessors could keep their jobs,
been able to do several of the
they can come in earlier or
programs wouldn't have to be
cut and tuition and fees wouldvital things that are going to ·
leave later depending on what
n't have to skyrocket.
help us attract and retain even
is most convenient for them.
Let's get this program
more students.''
Telecommuting .is another
From the summer of 2007
option for those agencies
planned and start testing it as
through the summer of 2008,
which absolutely need to.have
soon as possible before we
Brevard Community College
staff available five days a week. start feeling the harsh, effects
saved $267,000 in ene~gy costs
On Fridays the staff could
of b~ing strapped for cash.

T

.T V ,l ights to ease
gas~price frights
I

•
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t's no surprise to see most of
us here at the Future moan
and groan at the thought of
gas prices draining our dwindling
bank accounts.
In fact, we would probably
equate the pain of losing $40 to
our gas guzzlers as somewhat
similar to the pain experienced
while getting a root canal. .
With that being said, it's no
surprise to find some of us pushing our car to its limits seeing how
far we can go beyond E before
they become completely immobile and we're stuck on the side of
the road hitchhiking to campus.
As we pump our gas, watching
the numbers spin on the screen
puts us in a trance that makes us a
little woozy as we kiss that new
iPod we wanted goodbye to make
way for the extra bucks dedicated
to fuel
But gas prices are old news,
been there, done that, and I think
we can all agree nobody really
enjoys paying close to $4 a gallon.
What has caught our attention is
little piece of technology some
gas stations are using to get our
eyes off the pump and on to
something a little less depressing.
If you haven't been to some of
the local gas stations near UCF,
you may not have known about a

snazzy new program called Gas
Station Tv.
Basically, they plop little flat
screen TVs atop every pump in
which we believe is an effort hoping to get a customer's eyes off the
disturbing figures and on to
broadcasted programs from CBS
News and Entertainment, ESPN
and local news stations.
So as we sit pumping gas, we
can gaze longingly at weather
reports, TV shows, news and
sports. Meanwhile, our eyes are
off the pump and focused on
. whether or not UCF is going to be
closed this week when big bad
tropical storm Fay comes a
knocking, we haven't noticed that
we're spending $40 instead of the .
$20 we swore we·were only going
to put in.
So obviously, we've all figured
out this is a ploy to get us to spend
more, but is it really a bad thing? It
does take our minds off the rotting economy.
But we say yes; distracting
America isn't the solution getting
us out of a rec~ion. Going to the
gas station is just another
reminder about how bad the
economy is and unfortunately it's
something we all need to live with
for the time being. Letting us
watch Katie Courie in all of her

evening glory makes the gas station experience a smidge more
positive, but America can't turn
their backs to the fact they need to
be budgeting.
According to an article
released by the AFP, one in every .
464 US households was foreclosed in the month of July. The'
article also mentioned "home
sales have tanked and foreclosures have jumped" in certain
states including Florida Whether
we like it, this is a reflection that
spending, including spending
designated for fuel, is something
we all probably have to crack
down on. So do we really want
something distracting us from
.frivolously filling our tanks up
without paying attention do what
we're spending?
We should all be aware ofwhat
we're handing over to gas corporations and never forget that the
second we stop paying attention
is the second we lose focus of the
serious issue our country is facing
with gas prices.
These are the times we are
being forced to progress with
new technology and procedures
and without that change, we're
seeing that it's going to affect
things as important as the very
places we call our homes.
J

The Future encourages comments from readers. In order to be considered for publication,
letters to the editor shou.ld not exceed 300 words; we may edit for length. Submit them online
at www.Centra/FloridaFuture.com or fax them to 407-44(14556. Questions? Call 407-447-4558.
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Political magic tricks:
pick a card, any card
rve been writing articles for
be five million more debates
quite some time now, and so
broadcast during the next few
far I've yet to mention anything
months leading up to the the
concerning the 2008 election..
main elecaon.
Light-speed jump to a few
There is a reason why: I hate
election politics. Frankly, I
months later. We've reached presthink election politics are borent day. Two candidates have
reached the top of the dog pile, ,
ing. Every four years the presidential election is held, and
and now they're searching
every four years things happen
through the mud for former ene. BEN BADIO
mies to call their running mates.
in the same.exact way.
Staff Columnist
Thanks to Fox, CNN and the rest
Candidates start work early,
of the cable news stations, Amerihugging wives, kissing babies,
visiting low-income communities, all in
ca seefru; to be well misinformed about
an effort to convince people that they are
every ~y issue. Pseudo-pundits sit
nice and likable enough to run this counaroun in their office break rooms, talking
try. After all, we wouldn't want a presiabout . prices and foreign policy as if
dent who isn't a nice guy, seeing as how
theY, ow what's U:p, when in reality
personality has everything to do with run- th r ~nly regurgitating what they heard
ning a country. In truth, the grinning, nod- GI
~ say the night before.
·1 \
, e\campaigns continue, ea~ side
ding and handshaking ways of all candi~ eep stabs at the other while maindates are nothing but political magic
. · the look of''the good guy:' Both
tricks; they are illusions meant to convince the American public that a man
can ~tes move around the country with
who seems down-t~arth is the kind of
· a sta1f o about 20 people whose only job
e-sure that every time their canis to
man who should handle our federal govdidate says the saipe thing it sounds a bit
ernment. Take away these illusions, and
different.
·
you'll see a bunch of men wearing ties .
Finally, November has come. Those
trying to raise money for their extremely \
expensive nationwide campaigns.
~\ who truly care about politics won't change
Skip ahead to primary season. Our lov- their min~ about who they are voting for
ably rich, baby-kissing candidates have ·
because they are too di~ hard left or right
donned their expensive suits and red or
to vote outside of their parties. Toe fourblue ties, dressed for battle. After all, it's a \ year fair-weather pundits will make their
war out there. Dozens of men, fighting for choice based on which candidate has a ·
votes of people desperate to feel ''in the
nicer red or blue tie, or which candidate
know" about America's political climate,
kissed the most babies, or they simply
seeing as how it's been about four years
won't vote at all As the ballots are counted
it starts to seem like those who vote·based
since the last time they felt so politically
on their knowledge of the issues are
inclined.
On with the debates. For most of those equaled or ev~ outnumbered by those
eager Americans, this is their first taste of who ·o nly know what TV news has told
the elections overall atmosphere. They'll
them, so even ~q_something interesting to say about which candidate I supget a chance to hear about which issues
port, it wouldn't really matter. People have
are important this year. It's important to
know the issues that politicians tell us we asked me to write about the election
because they want me to pick a side. It's
are sqpposed to care about so that we
can research them, form an opinion that
not really about what I think; people just
want further confirmation oftheir own
conforms to our political party anc;l prebeliefs. In other words, people want to toot
tend like we actually know what were
talking about. After the first debate, just
their own horns. So fll let them.for
about everything a person needs to know Obama.
Insert a reason to agree or disagree
about.a candidate has been said, but just
with me here.
in case you missed something, there will

Life aft~r college is jllst
a business suit away
Wait! You with the Intent to
reason for anyone to hire me. I
Graduate form in your hand ...
had a beer pong trophy and a
hangover. On campus, every day
Where are you going so fast? I
hope you don't plan to hand
was an oyster that only needed
that form in. Are you crazy?
to be opened, now my prospecWhat's the rush here? Is college
tives were bleak, and a negative
life too rough for you?
outcome was probable.
I wish someone had stopped
'That's when reality slapped
me like this before I sealed my
me in the face, like when you
fate and left the hallowed halls
realize you brought a red ScantofUCF for what I thought were
DAVID CERBONE ron to a test that requires a blue
Contributing Columnist'
one. What in ·t he world was I
greener pastures. Where the
money is big, the hours are
doing out here in the real world?
short and you never have to take a test
No more waking up late? No mar~ going
again. That's what it was supposed to be
to class in a dirty T-shirt and jeans? You
like, right? I mean, I put in my time. I
mean I have to not only buy a suit, but I
handed in every paper, filled every Scantalso need a shirt.and tie that match? It's
ron bubble in completely and I got that
10:00 a.m. and I still can't get this wrist
sacred piece of paper that allows me to
band off from the Knight Library. Who
boast to all that I am a college graduate.
am I trying to kid?
Well, it's been a year now, and I haven't
In short, take it from someone who is
gotten the cash and prizes that I was
looking back with 20/20 vision. Graduapromised as my parting gift from higher
tion-is nothing more than the retirement
education. As a matter of fact, the day
party from the best years of your life. It's
after the confetti from the graduation
the last hoorab. and the sad thing is you
party was swept into the garbage, my
didn't even know this was as good as it
father sat me down and told me the truth
was going to get. Go see your adviser, pick '
of the situation. He said to me,
up a minm; pick up another major. Do
"Congratulations, you are now pond
whatever you have to do to stay another
scum." His point was simple: my degree
semester, another year, or, if you can,
only gave me the right to try and compete don't ever leave. So, you with the intent
for a low level job in a shrinking market at form - put it down. Step away slowly
which I would be allowed to work at for
and stop at the bookstore, pick up both
the next 40 years. I had no real world
the red and biue Scantrons. It's always
experience, no glittering resume, no g&d
better to be prepared. ii
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BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 + OK 800-965-6520 x 107.

Sitter Wanted • After school
M-F, 3 to 6, homework extremely
important! Oviedo home, car & ref a
must, 407-366-6522 dflorence@cjwassoc.com
Builder is searching for sales agent to
sell homes frorri our model home.
Experience a pluey_. Work available
immediately with guaranteed pay. No
license required. Full-time or part-time
available. Please contact Lazaro
Rodriguez at (407) 695-1064.

Counselors wanted for afterschool
program at KidTown,USA, Winter
Springs. Great facilities and kids'.
Would suit Elementary Education
Major. Call 407 696 0113.
Sales Reps Wanted
If you are looking for a way to work
part-time and make full-time money
Central Florida's #1 Scooter Shoppe is
looking for you. For the exciting details
and to setup an interview email:
brian@2traxscooter.com or call (407)
760-1518.

Small law firm seeking file clerk. Pay
$1 O - $12 /hr. Afternoons 5 - 10 hrs/w.
Lake Mary area. Resume to
jroyal@alperlaw.com

UCF Experiential Learning
Co-op/Internships. Earn a competitiye
salary. Gain major-related work
experience. Work flexible hours.
Visit Ferrell Commons, Ste. 203, call
407-823-2667 or email
el@mail.ucf.edu.

125
ATTN AD/PR/MARKETING
MAJORS!
Fall Marketing Internship Available!
Flex hours (10-15/week). Great
experience! Fast-paced work
environment. Must be energetic,
creative, hard-working!
UCF credit available.
Send resume w/ cover letter to
RyanM@KnlghtNewspapers.com.

Earn $1000;$3200 a month to drive
N~ cars with ads.
www.AdCarJobs.com

Part-Time Website SEO Needed
Work from home.
Compensation ba.sed on ability.
Email mreilly@etasystemsinc.com

"

Babysitter needed for 2 yr old starting
8/20 for Wednesdays and Frid~ys.
Oviedo home, must have experience
· and references. Call 407-971-5971-

Library jobs available all hours
and days to accommodate your
classes. Undergrad: $6.79, FWS:
$7.25, Grad: $7.29. Apply online at
http:1/iibrary.ucf.edu
Weekend Call Coord. for real estate
company loc;ated near UCF. Saturday
& Sunday daytime only. great pay.
Send cover letter and resume to
employment@kwwaterford.com

-~
$5,000. PAID EGG DONORS. +
expenses. Non smokers, ages 19-29,
SAT >1100/ACT >24/ GPA 3 .0
Contact: info@eggdonorcenter.com

SALES REP NEEDED!

/

•

Classified Sales Rep needed for
Central Florida Future & Seminole
Chronicle. Sales Experience
P.referred, Flexible Schedule, Great
Opportunity! Looking for hard
working, reliable, energetic person to
SELL SELL SELL! Email resume and
availability to:
Trishal@Knightnewspapers.com

After School Nanny Needed! To pick ·
up 3 kids after school, downtown
· Orlando, M-F, help with homework
needed! Call Michael 321-287-1911

-

Executive search and recruiting
firm is In need of agresslve and
energetic PT sales associates.
Great pay and resume builder.
Very flexible hours, fun and young
Orlando office. 321-257-0812 or
Wllliam.S@CrawfordThomas.com
Sc1ence/eng1neenng/math graduate
students! Part-time math tutors
needed. Please call Allan Torres 407856-9619.

3 BR 2 BATH 2 CAR GARAGE HOME
- 5 Min From UCF First Month/Deposit
$1495/mo. 407-222-4926
www.groundlevelcustoms.com/House
3/2.5 Townhouse near UCF. Upgraded
appliances, community pool & 1 car
garage. Call 954-663-6298

3/2 Home For Rent Near UCF
Modern block home, great room,
scrnd patio, fncd yard. Tile floors w/
capeted bedrooms. $1395/mo. Call
407-221-7959 See at
ButlerSellsHouses.com/PL57266
2bd/2.5ba fully renovated townhome in
Cambridge Circle italian tile throughout
all appliances incl. $1000 deposit
$875/mo 407-416-8369

Townhouse For Rent in Cambridge
Circle. 2 Bd/2.5 Ba, all appliances
included. 1/2 mi. from UCF, W/D. Avail
Now. $800/mo. Call 407-575-4388 or
407-310-6583
Chuluota-2 bd, 2 bath 2 car garage,
large workshop, screened porch, family
room, fenced yard, lakefront.
$1080/month, aug. 1st, 407-365-3648

2/2 Duplex for rent in Sherwood Forest
1.4 miles for campus and near shuttle ..
Washer & dryer. Nice yard. Call Fred
407/716-8933. Available now for ·
$790/mo.
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Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3
box contains the
digits 1 through 9
with no repeats.
Monday puzzle:
Easy/eve/
Thursday puzzle:
Hard level

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

CROSSWORD

2 MONTHS FREE RENT!!!

ACROSS
1 Steadyftow
7 Squealer
10 Fail to hit
14 Coiffure
15 Time period
16 "Do _ others... "
17 Choice
18 Quite a few
20 Adolescent
21 Lump in his
throat
23 Sixties campus
grp.
24 Stairway in Italy
25 Quotes as an
authority
26 Declared under
oath
27 Definite article
28 Kukla's friend
31 Man and Capri
33 Bovine call
36 Type of omelet
or saddle
38 Not listened to
40 Bottom line
41 Prepare to
advance on a fly
43 Called strikes,
for short
44 Dreamers •
letters
45 Potters· overis
47 Frequen11y
50 Brought into
pitch
51 Dandy
54 Old-time .math
aids
56 Ivey or Elcar
57 Remorseful
58 Became
disenchanted
60 Jason's
vessel
61 Fa follower
62 Make beloved
63 Coarse file
64 Before of yore
65 Gauge pointer

Beautiful, fully furnished lake view,
1st floor, condo nestled in the heart
of Lake Mary. Move-in ready with
flexible lease terms. 2 months free
rent with the signing of 1 year lease.
No pets. 850-443-2193 or
Andrewchmll@gmall.com

DOWN
1 Inoculations
2 Recorded
3 Customary
observances
4 Gray or Moran
5 Fuss

Oviedo Atafaya Woods Home Avail to
Faculty and Students! 4/2.5/2 with
living, dining, family, fireplace, pool,
3000sq. ft. $1780/mo.
Call 941-737-9522

Upscale home for rent, 3 bedroom, 2,
full bath, garage, fenced yard, all
appliances, washer/dryer, yard
maintenance, 2 min from UCF. Close
to 408/417, shopping/dining and
Waterford Lakes. Pets welcome.
Ready to move in July 1.
Call 407-310-8091 for more information.
For Rent! Fully remodeled 2/2 w/loft
townhouse. W/D, tile floors, living room
and dining area. $850/mo.1 mile from
UCF Call 407-340°8124

4
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Lake/Pool-side unit is on Lk Pineioch Downtown. Incl. water,OUC for power.
Access to & HU408. 2 Bdrms offer irg
closets, connecting bthrm w/2 sinks.+
half bath w/ WO. Call 407-898-0112

Beautiful 3/2 custom duplex. 2 miles to
UCF. 1150 sq ft. Appliances & lawn
service incl. Non-smoking. $1250/mo.
+ security deposit. 4,07-359-5001

1

$}2

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering asuccessful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enterand view classified ads online 24 hours a day

1

2

MUST SEE!!!

TOWNHOUSE FOR RENT
approx. 1 mile from UCF campus
2bd/2ba w/loft, washer/dryer, patio.
Avail. August
Hurry, wont last!!! $759/mo.
Call 954-648-6644

200

TAKE OVER LEASE 4 bedroom
student apartment off of N:
Alafaya Dr. near UCF. FOR RENT:
1 bdrm/lg walk-In closet/fullbath.New carpet.Obie bed/desk/chest.
W/0 in apt. ldv. cable,lnternet,&
elect. incl Pool,welght and fitness
rm. basketball court. Take over
Aug.1 lease for 12 months &-get
$1200 in cash upon signing.CONTACT RON (727) 409-8685

$J.8

First issue:
Each addl issue:

8

3
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$1200 CASH UPFRONT TO

Rate(

B

$750 - Recently Updated Huge 1 br/1.5
bt Condo for Rent (780 sq ft).
Hardwood floors, brand new
bathrooms & W/D incl. There's an
offiC!=J room & patio. Condo is located
· off Semoran, 5 min to 408 & 20 min to
UCF. Call 908.672.9673
The Crest at Waterford Lakesl
Luxury Condo 2br/2ba, w/d, gym, pool
Available August, $550/roommate +
1/2 util. Call (407) 247-6423

MUST SEE!
Luxury Gated 2/2 Condo w/Dual
Master BR .w/d Incl and free cable.
Only $950'/m.
Waterford Landings! 5 min.from UCF
Luxury Condo, 2br/2ba, pool, available
August. $475/roommate + 1/2 utilities
Call (407) 247-6423
1/1 Condo for Rent! Waterford
Landings,W/0,Granite countertops,
Stain.Steel App.,Woodfloors,open
parking,sec. on site, Avail NOW!
Please call 954-296-1837 or email at
RosieZ9@bellsouth.net

Walk To UCF;
spacious 2/2 condo In quiet area;pool;lake front;w/d;$1200/mo;
561-371-5222

-© 2008 Tribune MedHI Sarvtcaa, lnc..
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6 Monte Carlo's
princfpality
7 Wines and dines
8 Bakery smell
9 New Mexican art
colony
1o Rich chocolate
dessert
11 Klutzy
12 No longer fresh
13 Brogan parts
19 Short-legged
hunting dog
22 Brave and
adventurous
24 Sugar, e .g.
26 Take a chair
27 Sawbuck
28 Part of BYOB
29 Bruce or Spike
30 D-Day craft
32 Like a wolf
33 Tourist's gujde
34 Mine's yield
35 Peculiar
37 Male sheep
39 Emma's twins?
42 Hawaiian guitar

Last issue solved
51 Got along
52 Hoopster
Shaquille
47 Grouchy Muppet
48 Fauna's partner 53 Pedro's pop
55 Ascend ·
49 Light, metallic
56 Type of ranch
sounds
50 Private lnstructor 59 Small bill
44 Pasture grass
46 Diminish

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

.,
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Renters Stop Wasting Money

Now hiring childcare professionals who love children.
Flexible, part-time scheduling, perfect for sqidents!
Earn more on weekends!
Please call 407-828-0920 ext 0
to schedule an interview.

Special ZERO down tiome loan
· programs help renters to become
owners. Free details pcarter@remax.net. Paul Carter REALTOR 407-9252734 Remax Town and Country
2 Bd/ 2.5 Ba Townhome with attached
garage for $700/month. Across the
street from UCF. income restrictions
apply. Move in Special with mention of
this ad. Call 407-324:7773

Donate Plasma!
Sometimes a Band-Aid is not enough
..

, $450/mo utiliti~s/net included
3/1 -house ten minutes from UCF
9549371223 koyapb@ix.netcom.com
available now
**MOVE IN IMMEDIATELY**
M/F Wanted.for 3/2 apt. 3 Miles from
UCF in Waterford Lakes.. Gated
Community with Fitness Center, Pool
and Hot Tub! Only renting out one of
the rooms so the bedroom would come
with. a private bath.$600/mo UTILITIES
' INCl-UDED!Call Amanda 850-276-3994
2/1.5, $1300, kitchen, laundry, gym,
pool, UTILITIES INCLUDED, Baldwin
Park. Month to month, one month
deposit, 407-739-8891, Gina

Responsible N/S Male to share
beautiful,fully furnished 2/2 Condo 1 /2
mile from UCF-wood floors,cath.
ceiling.new appliances,washer/dyerclubhouse,gym,pool,tennis courts.
Utilities and cable included. $600/mo
avail. now - Call 813-763-5517

ROOM 4 RENT 4/2 HOUSE

M/F wanted for furnished 3/2 home

CLOSE TO UCF, sec, Waterford,
& 408 w/ low traffic commutes,
large lot, quiet family community.
Wlreless,Dlrect TV HD,Phone,
Security, W/0,Hot Tub,Storage,Etc.
M/F Roommate
ONLY $425/mo
Call:321 ·"230-0658

on lake. Walled Comm, 6 mlns to
UCF. $500/mo incl. utll. Nonsmoker, sec sys, pool & tennis.
Available Aug.
. Call 407-832-8160, 239-707-4448

Selling Something? With our 85% .
success rate, it's as good as gonel To
place an ad call 407-447-4555 or logon
www.knightnewspapers.com/classifieds

3 rooms available Near econ/uni. 400$
and 35Q$ plus share of utils. No Dogs!
Shared bath. 305 395 1488

AUGUST RENT FREE
3/2 Condo Mins from UCF off Alafaya
1 BR available. New, gated, clean
nicely furnished, plasm~ TV, laundry
$550 Inc util, cable, wireless internet
Jason 352.359.0532 or 407.508.0001

Room for rent. M/F. $500, Includes:
all utilities cable/HBO internet
washer/dryer & pool 5 MINS FROM
UCF. Matt 863-698-0177 or 863-3701997

Fem. looking for female roomate to
share nicely furnished 2/2 off Alafaya,
$500 + 1/2 util. Call Jeannine at 321439-9376 . .

CLEAN, FURNISHED Waterford Lakes
ROOM in home available. All
UTILITIES included - $475
Responsible people e_mail
cbfw@psualum.com or
call 407.306.8005

1,-~--------~------- -~-- -
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Room for Rent in furnished 4/Br home.
1 mile from UCF, off University.
Internet, cable, utilities included. $500
per month. (772) 359-2797
~

Find out how thousands of people save lives and earn extra CA$H by donating plasma
regularly. Plasma is used to make manufacture injectable products for people, including
children, with serious illneses.

DCI Biologicals

1900 Alafaya Trail Suite500 Orlando

321-235-9100

* $10 Special-New and Return (not donated in the last 6 months)

Bring this ad and receive an extra $5 on your 2nd and 4th donation.
W\\W.dci las :ia.com

Looking for a non-smoker, neat and
responsible female roommate to share
a 3/2 house in Waterford Lakes with 2
other girls. Hardwood floors, fireplace,
only 12 mins from UCF. $500 a month
plus utilities. Call(305) 206-3831

Room for rent in 6 bedroom
home. Behind UCF. lnterneVCable,
utilities, W/D, dishwasher, community
pool, $525/month. Avail. immediately!
M/F. CaH 407-876-5697 or 321-4381354
Looking for roommate in a newly
refurbished 3/2 furn. or unfurnished
home off University. 7 mins from UCF!
Mature or grad student wanted.
$450/mo util. incl. W/D (407) 617-0~5

FORECLOSED HOME AUCTION
FLORIDA STATEWIDE 1000+ Homes
MUST BE SOLD! Free Catalog {800)616-6716 USHomeAuction.com.

350
25+ cu ft. Kenmore Fridge
with water and ice maker. White with
Black Trim. Perfect for extra food
and drink storage. Great condition.
Making room for new one. Must Sell!
$200/obo. Call 407-709-5098 asap.

Florida's Hottest Adult Dancers!
Male/Female Exotic Strippers for
whatever your reason to party!
$25 OFF when you mention this ad.
www.socoentertainment.com or
407.227.1485 $$ALWAYS HIRING$$
EXP. NATIVE FRENCH TEACHER
Tutoring for all levels. Reas. rates.
Adults & children. Home teaching and
translations. 5 mi. from UCF. Call,
leave msg, 407-482-2343.

Female roommate needed ASAP to
share a 3/2 house in Waterford Lakes
with 2 other girls. Hardwood floors,
fireplace. Rent is $500 a month plus
utilities.
Call 305-206-3831

FREE RENT!Oviedo.exchange-for
farm/childcare. Privtrm/Bthrm. intnet, pool/spa.must like animals/kids.no
smokers or drugs.
·
Call (321 )279-6941

EAST TENNESSEE LAKE
INVESTMENT Mouhtain Pennensula
Subdivision. Spectacular 70 mile views
of Smokie Mountains from 300' above
WATTS BAR LAKE. WWW.TRIEANA.COM $1.9M, (941)468-5102.

3/2 home, $500 a mo. inc. utlities. F
preferred. Must be pet friendly
(dog), clean, and responsible.
House off Rouse & 50. Please
contact Luisa: 954-864-6271,
lkapanama86@hotmail.com
Roommate needed for house in quiet
neighborhood w/ Grad student. $500
incl util, wireless internet, cable. 5 mins
from UCF 352-408-5181
Roommate Wanted ASAP.
5 Minutes from UCF on Alafaya
Gated community. Huge closet. Own
balcony. 575 + 1/3 utilities.
Call for more info 407.376.1636
1 room avail in 4/2 Male preferred.
7 min from UCF . $525/mo ALL UTIL
INCL! Avail 8/1 ($140 electric cap)
Call 813-264-9284

M/F needed for 4/2 house in Avalon
Park. Furnished, private bathroom.
$500/mo all util incl. Cable, internet.
Call Kristina 407-398-5295
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University of Central Florida

_Parking & Transportation

Service·s

( </

Permit Regulations:
Apermit is required for all motor
vehicles parked on campus.

AJ 345678

EXPIRES AUG

.
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Permits MUST be ordered online,
and can be picked up at Garage
Bor mailed to your home.
·.Daily permits are also available.
'.)

Vehicle assistance offered
by Parking Services:·

~; '.)~~~~~

"""'"'°s ~~\\\\\\\\\\\\\\

• Jumpstart your car
• Ca II atow truck
• Tire Inflation
• Give directions

Parking Services Office Hours: .
· Mon-Fri: 7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m. ·

\\\\\\\\\\\ \ .

.
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How-to get your parking permit ._
Order your parking
permit online at
www.parking.ucf.edu
{complete instructions
are online)

Pay for your permit
• Avoid the lines. Pay online with Credit Card and
have your permit mailed to you.
• Pay online and pick up your permit.
• Pay with personal check, cash, or Credit Card at
Parking Services Office.

Your permit must be ordered onlitie!
-www.parking.ucf.edu ·
For info call: (407) 823-5812
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